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Progress photo/Larry Hatfield Career  steps 
Michelle Oelgaety, a junior public relations major from Richmond, was studying her schedule.On 
the steps of the Bert Combs Building earlier this week. 
First election voided; 
Kearns wins rematch 
By Jay Carey 
Mana-jrfrfrf editor 
After a spring Student 
Association presidential and vice 
presidential election was voided by 
Student Court, Ken Kearns and 
Donna Lambers defeated Tim 
Cowhig and John DeCamillis by 401 
votes in a second election held April 
30. 
Kearns and Lambers received 
1,267 of the 2.182 votes cast, while 
Cowhig and DeCamillis, received 
866 votes. 
Write-in candidates Cowhig and 
DeCamillis defeated the Focus 
Party team of Kearns and I.ambers 
in the first election (held April 16 
and voided by Student Court on 
April 2lf by 119 votes. 1,062 to 943. 
Student Court, acting on a formal 
protest filed by Kearns and 
Lambers. ruled that campaign viola- 
tions were committed by both ma- 
jor candidates. 
Student Court is a 10-member 
panel of students which serves as 
the judicial body of the student 
government. The court's members 
are appointed by the Student 
Association president. 
Cowhig served as Student 
Association president during the 
1984-85 school year. 
On April 21. after four hours of 
testimony and discussion, the court 
voted 7-1. with two abstensions. to 
hold a new election. 
Earlier that day. the senate's 
elections committee, which had 
heard Kearns protest, also ruled 
infractions had occurred within both 
parties and called for a new election. 
''We weren't trying to change the 
outcome of the election," Kearns 
said. 
He said he filed the protest to 
shed  some light on  the changes 
University teacher 
found dead at home 
George R. Herbert, a 41-year-old 
associate professor in the College of 
Applied Arts and Technology, was 
found dead on Thursday, Aug. 22, 
at his residence at 131 Norton Ave. 
in Richmond. l 
According to a Kentucky State 
Police report. Herbert was found in 
his garage and the motor of his 
truck (in the garage) was running. 
Herbert was pronounced dead at 
the scene by Madison County Cor- 
oner Embry Curry. The cause of 
death was carbon-monoxide 
inhalation. 
Herbert, a Louisville native, 
received his bschelor of science 
degree in industrial arts and a 
master of arts degree in education 
from Western Kentucky University. 
He received a doctorate degree in 
vocational and technical-education 
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University in Blacksburg. 
Va. 
Before coming to the university in 
1978, Herbert was a faculty member 
at Kairdale High School in 
Louisville and Georgia Southern 
College in Statesboro, Ga. 
Herbert taught drafting courses 
in the Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology. 
"He was known for really having 
considerable expertise in his area," 
said Kenneth S. Hansson, dean of 
the College of Applied Arts and 
Technology. 
"He was a good man, a good 
teacher and a valued colleague and 
he will be sorely missed." Hansson 
said. 
Surviving are his wife, Judy Cook 
Herbert; four children Robert Karl, 
Paul Anthony, Shawn Marie and 
Carol Megan, all of Richmond; his 
parents, George and Mary Elaine 
Herbert of I^eitchfield; and two 
sisters. 
Services were held Saturday at 
the Oldham. Roberts and Powell 
Funeral Home. Burial was at Rich- 
mond Cemetery. 
I 
needed to insure fair elections in the 
future. 
Kearns' protest outlined several 
points, but the violation ruled on by 
the court dealt with illegal 
campaigning within 25 feet of the' 
polls. 
In his protest, Kearns cited two 
incidents where persons supporting 
Cowhig and DeCamillis were 
campaigning within 25 feet of the 
boundary in the Powell Building 
voting area. 
Cowhig was given a warning 
about the infractions after the two 
incidents were pointed out to an 
elections official. 
According to Kearns, one of his 
workers crossed the 25-foot line only 
to aid a deaf voter. 
His protest prompted a change in 
the polling place for the second 
(April 30) election. 
According to Greg Farris, last 
year's elections chairman and this 
year's chairman of the senate's 
committee on committees, the polls 
were moved from the Powell 
Building lobby to the Herndon 
lounge, also in the Powell Building. 
"This allowed students to vote in 
a much monk private atmosphere," 
he said. 
"A lot of people liked voting in 
Herndon,'' hVsaid. "From what I 
heard, that was the general 
consensus." 
When Student Court declared the 
first election void and called for 
another, it suggested rewriting the 
election laws to help reduce 
problems that might arise in the 
future. 
But Farris said the elections 
committee could not make any 
major changes governing the 
elections because the changes must 
be voted on by tfte senate, which 
had already had it Most meeting of 
the semester. 
"It will be handled differently 
from now on." Kearns said. 
"There's going to be some rules 
added." 
He said many of the goals for the 
elections committee for the 
upcoming year will include re- 
wording and changing of the current 
election policy. 
Group to study 
athlete drug test 
By Jay Carey 
Managing editor 
Most of the university's athletic 
coaches have approved a tentative 
plan which will randomly test 
athletes for marijuana and 
amphetamines. 
The proposal is now subject to 
approval of the athletic committee 
which is made up of Russell Bogue. 
Dixon Barr. Anne Brooks. William 
Berge. Samuel I^eung. Nancy Peel. 
Doug Whitlock. Jeannette Crockett. 
Jim Masterson. C.E. Baldwin. Don 
Combs and Martha Mullins. 
According to Combs, athletic 
director, the athletic committee, 
which recommends athletic policy to 
the president, will address the 
proposal sometime in early 
September. 
Combs said the the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association will 
be instituting drug testing next 
year in national competition, and 
the athletic department wants to 
get a head start. 
If the proposal passes, the 
university would become the second 
school in the state to institute such 
a.program. The University of Ken- 
tacky presently tests athletes for 
drugs. 
"We're more interested in helping 
the kids than penalizing them," 
Combs said. 
"We're not talking about street 
bums or criminals, we're talking 
about good kids that somebody 
might be leading astray," he added. 
Football coach Roy Kidd. who 
came up with the idea to initiate the 
program, said he agreed with 
Combs. 
"What we're trying to do, if it's 
done, is try to help the kid. It's not 
our plan to try to get rid of the kid." 
Kidd said. 
"History has shown that in the 
schools that have serious problems, 
the trainer and the coaches 
suspected it in advance," said Dr. 
Bobby Barton, university athletic 
trainer. "And I don't know of any 
of our coaches that actually suspect 
a significant problem." 
"Personally. I don't think we have 
a problem, but if we do. then I'd like 
to know a IK MI i it." he said. 
According    to    Combs,    the 
urinalysis could be conducted by 
one of three certified laboratories in 
the nation. 
He said the certified testing 
centers are in California, Indiana 
and at Vanderbilt University in 
Tennessee. 
Combs said the tests will be done 
by random sampling. 
The first Ume a drug is detected 
in an athlete's urine, only the player 
and trainer will know. Combs said. 
He said after a drug is detected 
the first time, a player will be 
required to undergo counseling. 
Since the proposal is still in the 
planning stages. Combs said the 
details . concerning the drug 
counseling have not been worked 
out. 
I f the player misses counseling, he 
will be subject to removal from the 
team (the same possible penalty 
when a player misses a practice). 
About 30 or 40 days after a 
player's test turns up positive, he 
will be tested again. If the second 
test is positive, the player must call 
home in front of the coach and 
(See ATHLETE, Bar* Page) 
Former EKU student 
charged in murders 
By Alan White 
Editor 
An Eastern Kentucky University 
student awaits a preliminary 
hearing after being charged with the 
March 28 murders of Roy Bickers, 
70. and his wife, Ruby. 55, of 
Carrollton. 
Kevin L. Fitzgerald. 21. of 
Carrollton, was arrested June 5 and 
indicted the following day by the 
Carroll County grand jury on two 
counts of murder. 
Officials said the Bickers were 
killed by numerous blows to the 
head and neck with a sharp object. 
Authorities said two of Mrs. 
Bicker's fingers were severed. 
The court action has been moved 
to Grant County, according to John 
L. Ackman Jr.. Grant County 
commonwealth attorney. 
Fitzgerald is currently lodged in 
the Grant County jail in 
Williamstown. 
Ackman said last Friday that 
Fitzgerald must find an attorney or 
he will be appointed one by Carroll 
Circuit Judge Charles Satterwhite. 
Ackman said Fitzgerald was 
brought from jail last Wednesday 
and questioned by Satterwhite on 
his ability to retain an attorney. 
Ackman said Satterwhite gave 
Fitzgerald two weeks to find an 
attorney or one would be appointed 
for him. 
Fitzgerald has pleaded not guilty 
to both murder charges. Satterwhite 
denied Fitzgerald bail and set a 
hearing for June   17.  That  first 
hearing was postponed and 
rescheduled - for July 3 when 
Fitzgerald failed to acquire an 
attorney, according to the Grant 
County Circuit Clerk's office. 
The July 3 hearing was 
rescheduled because Fitzgerald st ill 
did not have an attorney, according 
to officials in the circuit clerk's 
office. Another hearing was 
scheduled for July 17, but it was 
canceled when Fitzgerald failed to 
retain an attorney. 
Fitzgerald was enrolled at the 
university last semester as a 
part-time student. He had been 
arrested twice in the last year and 
one'half. 
On the day of his arrest, he was 
scheduled to appear in Madison 
District Court on a wanton 
ondangerment "charge. He is 
charged with setting toilet paper on 
fire in an elevator in Dupree Hall oh 
April 29. 
District Judge George Robbins 
has continued the case. 
In March of 1984, Fitzgerald was 
indicted on two felony counts of 
second-degree forgery. He was 
charged with-forging names of state 
workers on two state checks. 
He pleaded guilty on April 2. 
1984, to two amended charges of 
third-degree forgery. Madison 
Circuit Judge William Jennings 
placed Fitzgerald on 12 months 
probation. Court records show no 
criminal record prior to that 
conviction. 
Fitzgerald had attended the 
university since the fall of 1981. He 
is a 1981 graduate of Ctrroll County 
High School. 
He majored in business and was 
vice president of Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity in the fall of 1983. 
Fitzgerald was not a member of the 
group at the time of his arrest. 
Details leading to the arrest have 
been sketchy. Fitzgerald was 
arrested after physical evidence in 
the case was found. 
Officials have said the Bickers' 
were killed by numerous blows to 
the head with a sharp instrument. 
Fitzgerald was arrested at the 
Dixie Plaza trailer park in 
Richmond at a trailer rented by 
Laura Buzzelli, who is currently 
enrolled at the university. 
In April, police arrested Gregory 
Lynn Yancey, 29. of Florence, in 
connection with the Bickers' 
murders. Yancey was booked on 
murder charges, but those charges 
were dismissed later for lack of 
evidence. 
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Progress photo/Alan White Fee-line 
Long lines of students needing to pay their fees, sign promissory notes or conduct other official 
business ' formed   regularly   In   front   of   the   Keen   Johnson    Building   earlier    this   Week. 
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New students 
should strive 
for knowledge 
It's that time of year again. 
Cooler weather, fall sports and 
new, sparkling white tennis 
shoes. The freshmen are among 
us. Today we have the latest 
models off Kentucky's educa- 
tional assembly line stalking the 
campus in search of higher 
education. 
Granted, the university caters 
to students outside of Ken- 
tucky, but a large percentage 
make their way to Richmond via 
1-75 and its many arteries that 
wind back into the hills and 
hollows of Eastern Kentucky. 
Freshmen are a curious breed. 
They themselves are inherently 
curious (interested in each other 
and a world without mom and 
dad.f But they are also curious 
to onlookers. What da they 
want here? 
Freshmen are here for a varie- 
ty of reasons. Some are here 
because they want to experience 
freedom. Others are here 
because college is expected of 
them. Many are here to fulfill 
the poll takers' statistics that 
today's college student is more 
conservative and worried about 
what major offers the highest 
return in first-year income. 
And, fortunately, there is a 
handful out there who have 
made their way to the universi- 
ty to achieve higher learning. 
Among today's freshman, they 
are the truly curious breed. 
Something during their first 
12 years of primary education 
inspired them to not only accept 
the immediate rewards that 
come in the form of good grades 
or honors. They strived for. 
something more. Maybe they 
knew there was more to 
education than retaining infor- 
mation just long enough to jot 
it down on a test. But what in- 
spired them? Was it a teacher or 
a parent or what? 
The curious breed retains 
knowledge just for the sake of 
retaining it; to know of Bach, 
Oppenheimer   or   Poe   thrills 
them. Sound strange? Sadly 
enough, to most of the freshmen 
currently enrolled at this univer- 
sity, it's a concept beyond 
comprehension. 
That's why we would like to 
challenge the freshman class to 
come up with just one reason for 
being at this university other 
than to make more money or 
because someone else thought 
they should be here. We 
challenge the freshman class to 
pursuits that are voluntary, not 
monetary. 
We ask advisers to take a real 
concern for their advisees. .Ad- 
visers shouldn't merely be car- 
nival barkers who hawk a 
university handbook and supp- 
ly students with a handful of 
darts to wing at it in search of 
a prize major. It's understood 
that there are too many 
freshmen for too few advisers. If 
that is the case, then the univer- 
sity is held responsible to cor- 
rect the situation. 
It is also the advisers' 
responsibility to lay cold, hard 
facts on this line. Freshmen col- 
lege students average only 
about 18 years in age. For the 
first time in their lives they may 
be getting advice from an in- 
formed individual such as an ad- 
viser or administrator. 
For the first time in their lives 
they may be finding out just 
how important capabilities and 
limitations are in an education; 
and subsequently, a career. 
The bottom line lies in 
cooperation between the univer- 
sity and the students for an 
ideal education. From the line of 
thought that wants to "make a 
good university a better one," 
we expect to see decisions made 
in favor of students and faculty, 
not just for the sake of running 
a business-like university. 
While even freshman business 
majors understand that for a 
business to ultimately succeed a 
tight grip must first be placed in 
finances, that concept does not 
work in education. Students at- 
tending the university during 
those "lean years" will be 
cheated. Faculty will suffer 
likewise. 
We realize budget cutting 
eventually gets to the roots of a 
healthy university, but we ask a 
deft hand be used in cutting out 
the dead wood. 
And to the freshman, we ask 
for a committment to higher 
learning; study and go to class 
for the sake of learning, not 
earning.. 
Second voting 
alters outcome 
This year the university 
sports a new Student 
Association president who 
claimed a victory out of an 
initial defeat Ken Kearns 
defeated incumbent candidate 
Tim Cowhig in a second-round 
showdown last semester. 
Because of infractions of 
election procedures on both 
sides, the first election was void- 
ed. Round two proved Kearns a 
winner by a large margin. 
We fully support Kearns in 
his pursuit of success in \ truly 
thankless job. Last year just 
over 2,000 students turned out 
to take part in electing a leader. 
Over 10,000 students were 
eligible to vote. 
At a university where student 
apathy is a rule of thumb, it's 
not surprising. 
Perhaps Kearns could change 
, student attitude. It would be a 
battle not won in a year, but 
perhaps the foundation could be 
formed for future presidents. 
Kearns could start by picking 
apart his student senate 
organization and whittling its 
size down to at least half. Last 
year the roughly 85-member 
organization maintained about a 
40<£ absenteeism. That is 
laughable. How can students be 
expected to rally around a 
student organization that can't 
even show up for its own 
meetings? 
Again, this is an area where 
Kearns can begin to build upon 
a stronger student organization. 
By making seats in student 
senate tougher to come by, then 
it makes sense that those who 
are willing to work the hardest 
will fill them. 
It's a new year and perhaps 
under a new Student 
Association president we will 
see a change. But in all 
likelihood, Kearns will not be 
able provide all the fuel to fire 
up a 10.000-pi us student body 
enough to demand changes in 
university policies or 
procedures. 
Give collegiate press a chance 
"The biggest problem is people 
like you. doing what you're doing, 
writing about it and stirring up s—." 
The above quote is an excerpt 
from a recent interview with a 
university official. 
How many other times have 
interviewees had the above thought 
flash through their minds? 
But if you haven't read your 
Constitution lately, re-read the Bill 
of Rights. Take a good look at that 
First Amendment. 
I can't help think of an editorial 
cartoon that appeared in my local 
newspaper last fall. 
The gist of the cartoon was that 
the United States, minus the free 
press, equals the Soviet Union. 
I'm not sure if that's the only 
difference between the two super- 
powers, but I am sure it is one of the 
biggest. 
As a journalist, it's my job to 
write an unbiased, objective account 
of new and happening events - a 
news story. 
Objectivity. 
That'8 the name of the game. 
I don't try to do a hatchet job on 
anybody, Never. 
1 just try to do my job. 
Sometimes it's a dirty job. Often 
reporters are put in situations that 
are somewhat sticky, messy and/or 
embarrassing. 
We don't always write what we 
agree with, but we write what we 
feel is the real, true story, based on 
our own observations, and 
interviews with others. 
Rimintive 
ramblings 
Jay Carey 
student newspapers in the state. 
For us here at "The Regress," as 
it is called by many, there will be 
many long hours spent preparing 
the copy, editorials and 
advertisements, that are on these 
hallowed pages. 
No matter how we attempt to tell, 
the complete, factual story in an 
unbiased manner, we are often 
hounded by people unwilling to talk 
to us because they have been 
misquoted by previous staffs. 
All I ask is that you give us a try. 
All we want to do is provide a 
newspaper whose news content Is 
(as I said earlier) complete, factual 
and unbiased. We plan to run 
pictured' that are interesting and 
pleasing to the eye, and editorials 
that are informative and thought- 
provoking. 
When I was a lad. I remember my 
mother telling me that there are 
three sides to every story. What you 
say, what I say and the ever-present 
third side. The TRUTH. 
As a journalist. I strive to seek 
out that always elusive third side of 
a story. The true story. 
There are many people on campus 
(I have heard ""d expect to hear 
from a few of them) who believe that 
there are times when 718* Eastern 
Progress covers a story the way the 
editor, adviser or whoever else 
wants it covered. 
Bull! 
For the next 15 weeks, about 30 
or so writers, photographers and 
editors will work diligently -- 
striving to provide a quality news 
service to the campus community. 
Those who were students here last 
year may notice that this newspaper 
has a slightly new look. 
For all you first-semester 
freshmen, may you begin your 
collegiate career by regularly 
reading one of the most progressive 
Guidelines for letters to the. editor 
Letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. They should also 
be no longer than 260 words 
(about one and one half pages). 
The Eastern Progress also gives 
readers an opportunity to express 
more detailed opinions in a col- 
umn called "Your turn." 
These columns should be in the 
form of an editorial. Those 
interested in writing a "Your 
turn" should contact the 
newspaper before submitting an 
article. 
Letters should be mailed or 
brought toThe Eastern Progress, 
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern 
Kentucky University. 40476. It is 
locacted behind Model School. 
The deadline for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
on Monday prior to Thursday's 
publication. 
Letters will be used in 
accordance with available space. 
The Eastern Progress 
encourages its readers to write a 
letter to the editor on any topic. 
Letters submitted for 
publication should be addresed to 
the newspaper and must contain 
the author's address and 
telephone number. 
Letters must include the1 
author's signature. Carbon copies, 
photocopies and letters with 
illegible signatures will not be 
accepted. 
Unsigned letters will not be| 
accepted.' 
The Eastern Progress routinely 
condenses letters before: 
publication; however, grammar 
and punctuation will not be 
corrected. 
The Eastern Progress uses its 
own judgment to determine if a 
letter is libelous or in poor taste, 
and reserves the right to reject 
any letter. 
Progress names new editors 
The staff of The Eastern Prdgress 
for the 1986-1986 school year was 
named at the end of last semester. 
They assumed their duties Aug. 
24 and will hold the positions for the 
academic year. 
Although the section editors are 
relatively new to the game, most 
have had previous experience as 
staff writers on The Progress. 
Several returning editors received 
practical training over the summer 
working as interns and freelance 
writers and photographers. 
Taking over the editor-in-chief's 
position is Alan White. 
White, a senior journalism major 
from Somerset, served last year as 
features editor. White completed a 
newswriting and photography 
internship this summer with The 
Commonwealth'JoUrnal in 
Somerset. White has also served as 
a staff writer for The Progress. 
This year's managing editor is 
Jay Carey, a senior journalism 
major from Wilmington. Ohio. 
Carey has been with the newspaper 
for three years having served as a 
staff writer and sports editor. He 
has also been aeununer intern with 
The Wilmington News*Journal for 
four years. 
The copy editor for this year will 
be J. Scott Rupp. Rupp is from 
Ephrata, Penn., and a senior 
journalism major. 
Working the news desk this year 
will be Amy Wolf ford. Wolf ford is 
senior public relations major from 
Taylor Mill. 
Filling the features editor position 
this year will be Terri Martin, a 
junior journalism major from La 
Grange. Martin was a summer 
intern with The Oldhant Era in 
Oldham County. Martin is also 
president of the university chapter 
of Sigma Delta Chi/Society of 
Professional Journalists. 
Mike Marsee, a sophomore 
journalism major from Annville, will 
keep a handle on university athletics 
as sports editor. Marsee worked for 
one year at the Jack son County Sun 
before continuing his education at 
the university. 
Suzanne Staley. a past staff 
writer, will take over duties as 
Organizations editor. Staley is a 
senior journalism major from 
Westmont. III. 
Darenda Dennis, a junior 
journalism major from Paris, will 
take over the position of arts and 
entertainment section of the 
newspaper. She has worked as a 
staff writer and in composition for 
the Paris Enterprise. 
Returning to the stall artist 
position this year is David 
Knuckles. 
Rob Carr, a sophomore journalism 
major from Independence, will take 
over the position of photo editor 
Aug. 30. Carr worked this summer 
as a freelance writer and 
photographer. He's a past staff 
photographer for The Progress. 
This year's advertising staff will 
be under the leadership of 
Advertising Director Diana Pruitt. 
Pruitt is a senior public relations 
major from Fairfield, Ohio. She was 
Organizations editor last year for 
The Progress. 
Sales representatives this year 
include Paisley Hill, a junior 
broadcasting major from Florence; 
Jessica Taul, a senior marketing 
major from Ashland; and Laura* 
Robinson, a junior marketing major 
from Louisville. 
Marilyn Bailey, an assistant 
professor of journalism, is the 
adviser     to     The     Progress. 
To report a news or story 
idea: 
News 
Amy  Wolfford 622-1872 
Organization* 
Suzanne Staley 622-1872 
Features 
Terri   Martin 6221872 
Arts Knterlainment 
D-renda   Dennis....622-1872 
Sports 
Mike Mai see 622-1872 
Pictures 
James Morns 622-1872 
To place an ad: 
Diana Pruitt 622-1882 
Leanne Fields 622-1882 
Subscriptions are available 
by mail. Cost is 50 cents per 
issue or $15 per year payable 
in advance. 
The Eastern Progress is a 
member of the Associated 
Collegiate Press, the Ken- 
tucky Intercollegiate Press 
Association and College 
Newspaper Business & 
Advertising Managers, Inc. 
The Program is published every Thursday during the regular school year 
with the exception of vacation and examination periods. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed 
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. 
Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to the General 
Manager/Adviser Marilyn Bailey. 117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky 
University or 622-1880. 
Eastern Kentucky University is an equal opportunity. Affirmative Ac- 
tion •mptoyer. Any complaints arising by reason of alleged discrimination 
r£r^ w.iT"^ '" wnUn« to Dr «•*>•<*» Edwards, Affirmative Action Office. MUhon House. EKU or 622-1268. 
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Dorm heads relocated; assistants hired SBiK  
By Jay Carey 
Managing editor 
^ Over the summer, Dean of 
Student Life Jeannette Crockett 
moved three dorm ■ directors to 
larger dorms, promoted four 
assistants and hired four new 
assistant directors. 
According to Crockett. Jim Gay, 
administrative counselor at Palmer 
Hall for the past 11 years, was 
moved to Todd Hall to fill the 
vacancy when Brian Owens left the 
university. 
Cathy Hendrickson was moved 
from Walters Hall to Case Hall 
when Sherry   Rankin accepted a 
teaching job in her home county and 
Crista O'Cull was moved from 
Sullivan Hull to Telford Hall. 
Lyn Wayne, former Telford Hall 
director, has been named the 
coordinator of residence hall 
programs. 
"My reasoning was to use people 
where they can best serve the 
students," she said. 
She said Todd Hall had been 
physically abused over the past few 
years, and Gay is a strong 
administrator who enjoys students 
and is an excellent facilities 
manager. 
Hendrickson had been Walters 
Hall director for three years, but 
was wanting to make a move into 
student programming. 
Crockett said Walters Hall is an 
upper classmen and sorority dorm 
and Hendrickson wanted to work 
with freshmen, who are more readily 
susceptible to programming. Case 
Hall is primarily a freshman dorm. 
After two years as Sullivan Mail 
director, O'Cull was moved up to 
Telford, which has nearly 500 more 
students. 
"I see real value in looking at the 
size of a.residence hall," Crockett 
said. "The smaller the hall, the 
smaller the number of students and 
the smaller the chance for problems 
to arise." 
According to Crockett. Mike 
Bradle, who recently received his 
master's degree, was named to 
replace Gay in Palmer Hall, while 
Curt Seabold. a former assistant 
dorm director in Commonwealth 
was named to replace Alan Bershear 
as Keene Hall's director. 
Jolynn Norfleet was named to 
replace Hendrickson in Walters 
Hall. Norfleet, a former resident 
assistant, received her master's 
degree from the university this 
summer in student persohell 
services. 
Claudia Kirby, formerly an 
assistant at Combs/Miller- 
Beckham-McCreary, also received 
her master's degree in student 
personell services this summer, and 
is now the dorm director In Sullivan 
Hall. • 
Four new assistant directors were 
hired over the summer. They include 
Glenn Martin, a new assistant in 
Oupree Hall, while Dave Molten is 
a new assistant in Commonwealth 
Hall. 
Susan Wilson is a new assistant 
in Case Hall and Ella (Bunny) 
Williams is a new assistant in 
Miller-Becknam-McCreary. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 
$1. If repair) Also delinquent 
tax property. Call 1-806-687-6000 
Rcy. GH-4673 for information. 
*******************< 
HELP WANTED: Men and 
women to work at new excercise 
salon. Hours flexible. Several 
positions open. Start September 
1. CaU after 5:00 p.m. 6234)080. 
**********Mnr**trHtH 
Slipped Disc Records: We're 
your number one music 
connection! 
*******************! 
Bicycles and Moped. Two 
10-speed bikes-one Schwinn and 
one Huffy. Also a like-new Hon- 
da moped. $300. 
*******************i 
Now accepting applications for 
new customers. Apply 11-7 dai- 
ly. RECORDSMITH. 
$10 - $360. Weekly/Up Mailing 
Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely , 
interested rush self-addressed 
envelope: Dept. AM-7CEG, P.O. 
Box 830, Woodstock. IL 60098. 
COMPACT DISCS. Many titles 
$13.99. Te la re classicals $15.99. 
RECORDSMITH. 623-5058. 
********w***w******i 
For your modern hair cuts Call 
Judy at Vee Ann's - 6234)096. 
♦***♦**♦♦********♦*< 
POSTERS. T-SHIRTS and 
BUTTONS at RECORD- 
SMITH. By-Pass behind State 
Bank. 
****-*~*1Hrw***ww* 
Want a chic haircut for $6.00? 
Call Mercedes at 6230096. 
*******************i 
For modern dorm decor, check 
us out! Slipped Disc Records! 
EKU students are special at Vee 
Ann's Beauty Salon (on Main 
St.) Wet hair cuts - $6.00 threw 
Sept. 20. 623-0096. 
*******************, 
Slipped Disc mobile sound unit: 
Let us make you dance.! 
•A******************- 
HELP-WANTED: Part-time 
for Tuesday & Thursday even- 
ings. Secretarial & bookkeeping. 
Would like a 3rd or 4th year stu- 
dent majoring in accounting or 
business. Call between 6-8 p.m. 
Thursday evening 624-0245. 
A******************, 
Looking for a church home. 
Visit First Alliance Church 
meeting behind Roaes. 
10:15-10:50 donuts and coffee 
time. 11:00 a.m. morning 
worhship. 600 p.m. evening wor- 
ship. Call 623-6421. 
RECORDSMITH buy used 
rock albums and cassettes in ex- 
cellent condition. 
*****♦***♦♦***♦♦**♦< 
Vee Ann's Fall Dresses are 50 
percent off. We also sell NEW 
uniforms and nurse maid shoes 
and a selection of good used 
clothing at LOW prices. 
6230096. 
*******************i 
Check out our dance selection - 
12 "I.I" SUpped Disc Records! 
HELP WANTED: Delivery per> 
sons for morning and evenings. 
Call Jackies at Jackie* Balloons 
and Dolls. 624-1218. 
-*w*w****wwww**ww*ww< 
New R.E.M.. COUGAR, JOHN 
WAITE now $5.99 at 
RECORDSMITH. 
Vee Ann's Wolff Tanning 
System is only $25.95 per 10 
visits or $4.00 per visit through 
the month of Sept. Because 
EKU is Special. 6234)096. 
t*******************- 
Your favorite record/tape ac- 
cessories .availble at Slipped 
Disc Records! 
******************** 
St. Mark Charity Bingo. Fri. 
Sept. 6 at 7 p.m. Over $800. in 
prizes plus three jackpots. St. 
Mark School, Parrish Ave. off 
West Main. Information: 
623-5843. 
IMMIGRATION CONSUL- 
TANT: Danny L. Owens is 
available to practice Immigra- 
tion and Nationality Law, in- 
cluding student visa and status 
problems and obtaining faculty 
labor certifications. The Fourth 
Floor, 717 West Main Street. 
LousiviHe, Kentucky 40202. (502) 
585-3084. Member of the Im- 
migration and Nationality 
Lawyers Association. Kentucky 
law does not certify specialties 
of legal practice. 
h 
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President's network 
helps funding effort 
By Amy Wolfford 
New* editor 
University President Dr. H. 
Manly Funderburk said at the an- 
nual assembly of faculty and ad' 
ministrative staff last week that a 
legislative network of 163 alumni 
and friends from around Kentucky 
has been created. 
At his first meeting with the full 
faculty since taking office in 
January. Funderburk said the net- 
work was formed to "have bearing 
on elected officials." 
The network members come main- 
ly from a 22-county area surroun- 
ding the university, he said. 
They are contacting key 
legislators and committees in both 
houses and the Council on Higher 
Education (CHE), in hopes to in- 
crease funding for the university. 
Support is also being sought in 
this area from additional alumni and 
other former students. 
The Alumni Association is to set 
up three new chapters this year and 
look into the possibly of others next 
year. 
Dr. Ron Wolfe, director of Alumni 
Affairs, said a steering committee is 
currently working to establish the 
new chapters. 
these   include   the   Tri-cities 
chapter  in   the  Corbin-Somerset- 
London area, the Triple P chapter in 
the Pikeville-Prestonsburg- 
Paintaville area and the Tri-state 
chapter in the Ashland area. 
Funderburk also saia tne 
Institution Planning Committee's 
(IPC) five-year university outlook, 
currently revised yearly, has 
changed to a four-year plan revising 
itself every two years. 
"We were just doing it too often 
and spending too much time 
repeating ourselves," Funderburk 
said. 
Funderburk also told the faculty 
the Board of Regents approved 
minor changes in the university's 
Affirmative Action policy in order 
to bring them in line with the State 
Office of Civil Righto. 
"None of these represent a 
substantial change." Funderburk 
said. (See Affirmative Action story 
this page). 
In order to make these decisions, 
Funderburk said he has "taken a 
deliberate course of listening, 
listening to as many people as 
possible before doing any talking. 
"And then talking with as many 
people as possible before taking 
much action." he said. 
"I believe this course (of action) 
has been a good one." Funderburk 
said. 
Michael Andrejko, assistant 
professor of geology said. "I'm glad 
to see the president start to plav 
hardball." 
"It's good to see we can play the 
same hardball game that U.K. 
(University of Kentucky) can play 
with the legislature." said 
Andrejko. 
Jim Mann, assistant professor of 
traffic safety. said. "He 
(Funderburk) seems to be making 
the right contacts and looking 
forward. 
"He's in tune with the needs of 
education," Mann said. 
John Monrad. assistant professor 
of geology, said. "It's taken six 
months, but we finally have a man 
of action. 
"It is much more encouraging 
than I' ve heard in the past, the pep 
talks with no substance." he said. 
The meeting, attended by 
approximately 750 faculty and 
administrators, lasted about 20 
minutes. 
Regents alter policy 
By Any Wolfford 
Newsetfto* 
Acting on a request fr""1 th* 
Office of Civil Rights in Atlanta, the 
Board of Regents at the Aug. 8 
meeting approved several mirror 
amendments in the university's Af- 
firmative Action policy. 
"The state Council on Higher 
Education fCHE) put together a 
state desegregation plan required 
by the federal government." said 
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk*. 
university president. 
Funderburk said the council ran 
into a few things that need chang- 
ed in order to bring it in line with 
the Office of Civil Rights (OCR). 
"None of these represents a 
substantial change," he said. 
The changes, which took effect on 
Aug. 8. include 11 revisions which 
satisfy the requirements for 
employment for the state 
desegregation plan. 
They include broadening the goals "employment categories and 
of Kentucky's higher education numbers had changed and been 
desegregation   plan,   including  updated 
methods of communication and 
describing roles of the directors of 
Affirmative Action, Minority 
Affairs and Personnel Services. 
Clarification of the sources of 
data, the description of black 
representation on the Affirmative 
Action Committee and the specific 
measures of black faculty 
recruitment were made! 
Applicable record keeping, 
rounding calculations and dating 
work force data were also added to 
the amendments. 
Revising goals if data is changed, 
addressing' the reasons for 
differences in unit underutiliZation 
and goal establishment were also 
approved. 
Rebecca Edwards, director of 
Affirmative Action, said the 
changes   were   made   because 
We needed to clarify certain 
points," she said. 
Edwards said she did the 
research, the Affirmative Action 
Commmittee discussed it and it was 
then sent to the Administrative 
Council, who consulted with the 
OCR. 
The Administrative Council is 
made up of the university's presi- 
dent, five vice presidents, the 
associate vice president, the ex- 
ecutive assistant to the president 
and the director of Budget and 
Planning. 
The duties of institutional 
desegregation goals have been 
broken down into different units by 
colleges, vice presidents and some 
departments, so that it is now clear 
who holds what responsibility, she 
said. 
Progress display ads can work for you 
DELIVERS A BETTER 
PIZZA. BETTER. 
CALL MOBLE ROMAN'S. 
Now you can have all three kinds ot great tasting Noble Roman's 
o>zza delivered Iresh, hot and last 
Our tree delivery operators are standing by from 11 00 AM to 1 00 AM 
Sunday thru Wednesday and 11 00 AM thru 2:00 AM Thursday thru 
Saturday to take your order Just call 823-4573 and watch Noble 
Romans turn into Moble Roman's. 
CALL 623-4573 
r 
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11:00 a.m. thru 2:00 a.m. Thursday thru Saturday 
11 00 a.m. thru 1:00 a.m. Sunday thru Wednesday 
Limited Delivery Area 
Minimum $5,00 
^gJjvervOrder 
15.99 
Reg. 32.00 
Basic 5-pocket Levi's^ 
jeans at one low 
price of 18.99. Na- 
turally   comfortable 
cotton   denim. 
Durable    with   that 
famous   Leui's® fit. 
Junior and Misses 
sizes. 
5.00 
Will Hold 
wYour 
Layaivay 
Drawing for VCR   on Labor Day 
Levi's® and 
Behr's VCR 
Giveaway!! 
Register to WEN a Quasar VCR! One 
VCR to be given away for each of our 
34 mtorem. That makes 34 VCR's 
given away FREEI  Remote Control 
Shopper's Village 
Richmond 
Good Luck Freshmen 
Have a great year! 
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Advice for all 
Even students who are familiar 
with the university and its workings 
sometimes encounter problems they 
can't solve alone. 
When this occurs, students can 
turn to one of several university 
facilities. 
Student special services is a 
federally funded program that 
offers both tutoring and counseling 
to students who qualify for the 
program. -» 
Tutoring in the special services 
program is done by student tutors. 
This section of the program deals 
mainly with classes most freshmen 
take, such as English. 
Student special services workers 
also serve as academic advisers to 
students who qualify. 
Qualification of students is based 
on income and other specifications. 
Students who want to apply may 
contact the office of student special 
services in the University Building 
from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. or call 1047. 
Undeclared students may become 
involved in the NOVA program. 
This program is designed to help 
undeclared students make academic 
and career choices. 
NOVA offers tutoring and an 
orientation class for undeclared 
students. 
Since the program is federally 
funded, only students who meet 
NOVA's list of federal requirements 
may participate. 
Tutoring is also offered by the 
Department of Learning Skills in 
the Keith Building. 
Tutoring is offered in areas such 
as math, social studies, natural 
science, business and economics. 
The department also offers an 
English lab. 
Credit classes offered by the 
department include reading skills, 
vocabulary and study skills classes. 
The counseling center in EUendale 
Hall  can give  students  help  in ■ 
adjusting to new surroundings. 
EUendale workers deal with 
personal problems such as 
emotional adjustments and anxiety. 
The workers also administer 
interest and ability tests to help a 
student determine his or her field of 
study and career choice. 
The EUendale counseling center is 
open from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. daily. 
Shuttle bus 
Women students who find they 
need to travel across campus after 
dark can hail a shuttle from Public 
Safety. 
The shuttle service will pick up 
and drop off women students 
anywhere on campus. 
The shuttle operates from 6 p.m. 
until   2   a.m.   Sunday   through 
Thursday. 
Women students may reach the 
shuttle service by calling 2821 or by 
using either of the direct line 
telephones, which are located at the 
entrances of Alumni Coliseum and 
Begley Building parking lots. 
Parking tips 
Students sometimes don't mind 
spending large amounts of money 
for tickets to see their favorite 
performer. 
If students fail to follow some 
university policies, however, they 
could find themselves financing a 
ticket of a different sort, namely a 
parking ticket issued by a public 
safety officer. 
Students may pick up their 
automobile registration in the 
Powell Building from 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m. until Friday. Aug. 30. 
Students need to bring their paid 
parking registration fee receipt to 
the Powell Building. 
Parking regulations in student 
parking areas (lots containing a blue 
sign marked B) will be enforced 
beginning on Monday. Sept. 2. at 2 
a.m. 
At that time, student vehicles 
which are not registered and don't 
have permit stickers are subject to 
ticketing. 
Temporary parking stickers may 
be purchased in the Brewer 
Building. 
These permits cost $1 and are 
valid for a period of one week. 
Along with being in charge of 
parking arrangements, public safety 
also provides a bus to transport 
students from Alumni Coliseum to 
classes,in the Stratton Building. 
The bus leaves between every 
class period from the Alumni 
Coliseum steps. Students wanting 
to ride the bus should plan to arrive 
at A.C. 15 minutes before their class 
begins. 
Keeping active 
Some students probably feel that 
moving into the dorm and walking 
across campus to class is enough 
exercise for one semester. 
Others, however, seek to improve 
their physique and health by taking 
advantage of the university's 
athletic facilities. 
The Begley Building, which also 
serves as the Colonel football 
stadium, contains an indoor track 
and a weightroom. 
Students may also check out 
basketballs for use on one of two 
courts or reserve a racquet hull court 
in the building by calling 1245. 
Swimming pools in the Weaver 
Building and at Alumni Coliseum 
offer open swimming. 
Students must present a valid 
I.D. at theso facilities. 
Tennis enthusiasts may improve 
their game on one of many courts on 
campus. 
A bowling alley and an arcade 
containing pool tables and video 
games are located in the lower level 
of the Powell Building. 
If students prefer to observe 
athletic events rather than 
participate, they may be admitted 
to university football and basketball 
games free if they have a valid I.D. 
The information for this page 
was gathered and written by 
Features Editor Terri Martin. 
Artwork is by Staff Artist Dave 
Campus numbers for help 
Books-tore > 2896 
Campus Operator _ 0 
Division of Public Safety....: „ 2821 
CD&P 2765 
Counseling Center 1303 
Dean of Men _ 1693 
Dean of Women _ 2050 
Eastern  Progress  1872 
Financial Aid _ 2361 
Food Services _ 3691 
Health Services _ 1761 
Housing _ „ _ 1515 
Library Information » 1786 
Libraries and Learning Resources 1778 
Registrar  ... ;._ 3876 
Student Senate 1724 
Special Services 1047 
Student Activities and Organizations - 3855 
University Chaplain 1723 
Study centers 
When students first arrive at the 
university, their main concerns 
usually deal with decorating their 
rooms and meeting new people. 
Sooner or later, however, studying 
and doing research usually make 
their way onto the list of priorities. 
University facilities, such as the 
Crabbe Library, can prove helpful 
when students study or do research. 
In order to help students find 
books more easily, the Crabbe 
Library recently acquired the 
Newbooks system. 
Students enter either the book's 
title or author and the system tells 
the student whether or not the book 
is in the library. Currently, the last 
2.000 books purchased by the 
library are on file in the Newbooks 
system. 
According to a university 
librarian, the Newbooks system is 
a demonstration of a system which 
will eventually list every book in the 
library and eliminate the need for a 
catalogue. 
In order to check a book out of the 
Crabbe Library, a student must 
have a valid I.D. 
Undergraduates may keep a book 
for two weeks, while graduate 
students can keep one for four 
weeks. 
The library is open from 7:45 a.m.- 
10:30 p.m. Monday through 
Ihursday. from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. on 
Saturday and from 2 p.m.-10:30 
p.m. 6n Sunday. 
At this time. Friday hours and 
hours for late study areas are under 
review. 
Along with the Crabbe Library, 
other university facilities may also 
prove helpful when doing research. 
especially if the topic deals with 
history. c 
The university's Oral History 
Center contains recordings of 
interviews conducted by Dr. 
William Burge. the director of the 
department, and the department 
secretary Ginny Scott, as well as 
university professors and students. 
The    interviews    deal    with 
Kentucky history, politics and rural 
life. Some interviews also deal with. 
national topics. 
The Oral History Center is located' 
in the University Building and is" 
open from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Students may listen to recorded 
interviews at the center or have a 
copy of the cassette made to take 
with them. . 
There is no time limit on how long ' 
the copy of the interview can be 
kept, but center workers said they 
want copies returned so that the 
tapes can be used again. 
The university archives could also 
be of use when a student is 
researching a historical topic. 
According to Rebecca Quillen. the" 
archives contains primary sources • 
and original documents. 
Part of the information stored in 
the archives' deals with the history 
of the university. University 
handbooks, former presidents' 
papers and university publications- 
may be found in the archives. 
The university archives are! 
located in room 26 of the Cammack J 
.Building. * 
The archives are open from 8. 
a.m.-4:30   p.m.   Monday   through 
Friday. Special arrangements for- 
other hours may be made by calling - 
2820. ! 
SfVtf 
°t 
Campus food 
After professors have supplied 
students' minds with an adequate 
supply of food for thought, the 
university food service provides 
food for the body. 
The food service at the university 
offers both food-a-matic and meal 
plans. 
Food-a-matic cards may be used 
in the Powell Grill and the Powell 
and Stratton cafeterias. 
Meal plans may be used in the 
cafeterias in Martin and Clay halls. 
Clay's cafeteria offers a plan in " 
which students receive two meals a 
day. Monday through Friday, at a 
charge of $435 a semester. 
Martin's cafeteria offers a plan 
similar to Clay's and also has plans 
for two meals a day. seven days a 
week, for $545 a semester and three 
1 meals daily for $595 per semester. 
Food Service hours are as follows:; 
Powell Cafeteria 
10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. daily 
Stratton Cafeteria 
Breakfast 7 a.m.-9:30 a.m. Lunch. 
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. (Open weekdays. 
only). 
Clay Hall cafeteria 
Breakfast 7 a.m.-9:30 a.m. Lunch' 
10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. Dinner 4:30: 
p.m.-6:30   p.m.   (Open   weekdays 
only). 
Martin Hall cafeteria 
Weekdays. Breakfast 7 a.m.-9:30! 
a.m. Lunch 10:30 a.m.-l:30 p m 
Dinner    4:30    p.m.-6:30    p.m. 
Weekends. Breakfast 9 a.m.-10:30 
a.m. Lunch 11 a.m.-l p.m. Dinnar 
4:30 p.m.-6 p.m. 
Powell Grill 
7 a.m.-10:30 p.m. daily 
*<J 
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Campus clips 
Judo Club 
The Ichiban Judo Club welcomes 
all new members to their meetings 
on Mondays and Wednesdays in the 
Wrestling Room of the Alumni 
Coliseum. 
Beginners meet from 6:30 to 8 
p.m. and advanced people meet from 
8 to 10 p.m. 
For further information, contact 
Vicki at 622-2916 or Chris at 
622-5751. 
ARS meeting 
The Association of Returning 
Students (ARS) invites all 
prospective members, ages 23 and 
up, to attend an organizational 
meeting at 5:15 p.m., Sept. 4, Con- 
ference Room C t>f the Powell 
Hailding. 
For further information, contact 
Ms. Denny at 622-1500. Pat Fugate^ 
622-2521- or Sandy Tomlin at 
622-1063. 
Milestone 
The Milestone, the student 
yearbook, is seeking students to fill 
staff positions for the 1985-86 
academic year. 
Positions are available in both 
copy and layout areas. 
If you have any questions, or are 
just curious, contact adviser Larry 
Mailey at 1260 or Diana Smith at 
6105. Applications can be picked up 
in Jones 308. 
Judo Team 
The first meeting of the EKU 
.1 udo Team will be held from 6:30 to 
9 p.m.. Sept.  3  in  the Wrestling 
im of Alumni Coliseum. 
ssions run Monday through 
Thursday with beginners meeting 
from 6:30 to 7 'p.m. and the 
advanced people meeting from 7 to 
9 p.m. 
Contact Mark Napier at 622-5124 
for further information. 
Clips deadline 
Space in campus clips is available 
to organizations on a first-come, 
first-served basis. 
Deadline for items to be published 
is the Monday before each issue at 
5 p.m. 
For verification purposes, items 
should have the name and number 
of the person submitting each piece. 
For further information or 
submission of items, contact 
Suzanne Staley, 117 Donnovan 
Annex. 
Clubs formed 
under rules, 
regulations 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
John Couchot, left, and John Scannell hang poster in Commonwealth 
RAs help bridge gap 
between home, college 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organizations Editor 
Before most people opened the 
door of their room, the resident 
assistant (RA| of the floor was 
training to make the students' lives 
a bit easier. 
''There are three primary 
objectives of the RA program, "said 
Dan Bertsos, director of the 
residence hall association. 
The first objective, according to 
Bertsos, is to help students get 
adjusted to life on campus. 
This objective helps freshmen and 
upperclassmen alike, according to 
Bertsos. 
An RA also helps students become 
self-sufficient, said Bertsos. 
He added that it is important for 
a student to learn his or her own 
study habits, or even decide when to 
wake up in the morning. 
Bertsos said the third objective of 
the RA program, career 
development, is important but often 
missed because much emphasis is 
placed on the first two. 
The RA should also help people 
learn other things that will help them 
in their careers, he said. 
NEED A CHURCH HOME 
Try Westside Christian 
Benningfon Court Phone: 623-0382 
Fellowship 9:15-9:40 Sunday a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45-10:30 a.m. 
Worship 10:45 a.m. 
7:00 p.m: 
Ministers 
Charles Sieele Jack Whitaker 
6241867 986-0732 
Please call if transportation is needed. 
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■Pony-Brooks) 
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"Things such as getting along 
with fellow workers, working 
together with other individuals for a 
common goal, or just meeting people 
are important career skills, "said 
Bertsos. 
Various workshops were held for 
the RAs to teach them how to put 
the basic objectives to work. 
The 165 RAs were put through 
nearly 125 hours of workshops 
before the students arrived. 
"We learned listening, helping and 
time management skills in the 
workshops." said RA Donna 
Hopewell, a sophomore special 
education major from Jackson. 
One of the requirements of an RA 
in the first weeks of school is to 
schedule their first floor meeting 
before Sept. 4. 
A variety of get-acquainted 
activities   have   been   planned   by 
different RAs on campus to get more 
of the people on the floor involved. 
"I have been thinking about eating 
events. Those types of things get a 
better turn out, "said Hopewell. 
RA Dave Shoengart, a sophomore 
fire and safety engineer major from 
Chicago, has a cream pie eating 
contest planned to get the students 
on his floor acquainted with each 
other. 
There are differing reasons for why 
people want to become an RA. 
"I wanted to become an RA to 
meet a lot of people and to get 
involved with the dorm," said 
Hopewell. 
According to RA Jeff Perkins, a 
sophomore pre-med major from 
Somerset, being an RA is a good 
experience because it allows him to 
be the mediator between students 
and the administration. 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organisations editor 
With tjhe starting of a new 
academic year, the various 
organizations on campus begin to 
solicit memberships. 
A wide variety of organizations, 
from sports clubs to honorary 
societies, start the process of 
recruiting members. 
There are 165 different student 
organizations affiliated with the 
university, according to Dr. Skip 
Daugherty, director of student 
activities and organizations. 
"The number varies little from 
semester to semester. We might lose 
five organizations. But we pick up 
another five," said Daugherty. 
It is the job of the student 
activities and organizations office to 
keep track of all 165 organizations. 
_ Organizations must register with 
the student activities office in order 
to use the university's name, 
facilities or property. 
In the registration process, the 
organization      must      submit: 
.' the official name of the 
organization 
•> a list of the officers including 
addresses and phone numbers 
.-» a list of the charter members 
••» two copies of the constitution, 
which states the purpose of the 
organization along with the 
requirements Mid obligations of 
members 
*• a statement that the 
membership is non-discriminatory, 
except where the stated legal 
purpose of the organization requires 
limitations as to sex or religion 
** a statement that the 
membership is limited to students, 
faculty and staff of the university 
and their immediate families 
^ an affirmation that the 
organization  will   abide   by   the 
regulations of the university and the 
laws of the land 
•'the name of a university adviser 
willing to sponsor the organization 
Those wishing to be officers must 
maintain a minimum 2.0 GPA, 
according to Daugherty. 
"Organizations can set higher 
standards for officers, as many of 
them do. We set a minimum GPA 
just as a guideline," said 
Daugherty. 
Daugherty said the student 
activities office checks to see if 
officers meet minimum GPA 
requirements. 
Organizations also need at least 
15 people in their membership. 
However arrangements can be made 
with student activities to, 
accomodate fewer members.        ™ 
"Fifteen is just an arbitrary 
number we chose to help groups 
organize so that all the work is not 
placed on a few people. We have 
made exceptions, especially when an 
organization is recruiting 
memberships," said Daugherty. 
Students may not be the only 
ones Mterested in joining an 
organization. Faculty may be in the 
membership, but only as non-voting 
members, according to Daugherty. 
Should an organization fail to 
meet requirements for registering or 
fail to comply with university 
regulations, their registration can be 
withdrawn. 
However, arrangements can be" 
made with student activites to 
accomodate fewer members. 
"I have never closed down an 
organization. I have called 
presidents of organizations and 
discussed the plans of the groups 
when their size has gotten so small. 
If a group folds, it is by their 
choosing and not mine," said 
Daugherty. 
WELCOME BACK EKU STUDENTS 
$1.00 OFF COUPON 
FOR A CAR WASH 
CHARLIE'S CAR WASH 
We Completely Towel Dry Your Car 
cup coupon Expires     9-5-85 
1« VIDEO FANTASTIC' 
ISIf^g^                    B1B Port«- OV Bouttwrn HMa Plaxa 
BH3-1BSB 
1 VCR s. B MOVIES RENT 1 MOVIE 
87,99 GET 1 FREEI 
<3Nf NIGHT 
WITH AD ONLY                       | 
MON THUR 
WITH AD ONLY 
MON THUR 
m    1 «pires 9 30-85 Empires 9-3(5-85 
I 
Mexican-American 
Restaurant 
First and Water Streets 
Student Special 
$1.99 +tax 
With Student I.D. 
Two Tacos 
with choice of 
Rice or Beans 
WELCOME BACK EKU 
to 
kinkcs 
Your One-stop Copy Shop 
We're Expanding Our 
Range of Services for You! 
kinkcs 
typesetting 
typing service 
resume 
rubber stamps 
binding 
laminating 
NOW OFFERS 
self-serve typing 
business cards 
passports 
reductions 
enlargements 
AND MUCH MORE! 
Univaraity Shopping Cantar 
Eastern By Paaa, Richmond 
(000)80470837 
!Buy any Small, Medium or Large! 
Regular Crust Pizza 
up to three items and get the   ! 
| identical Pizza FREE. ! 
i , __j 
Catty   Out 
Ot   'J^zCiotty 
eNot valid with* 
- ^Inct-diicounti 
ox' coafxonx. 
Offit   CX/litti 
Present Coupon when ordering. 
Good only at Mr: Gattis. Richmond. Kentucky: 
62-GATTI 
' \ 
Rho Chi's aid 
all sororities 
through Rush 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organizations editor 
In previous years, sorority Rush 
was held the week before classes 
began. This year it is being held the 
first week of classes. 
"UK (University of Kentucky) 
and the other big universities hold 
Rush the week before. Since 
everyone knows exactly when rush 
is, they get the numbers, "said Mia 
Bisig, vice president for the 
panhellenic council in charge of 
Rush. 
Bisig is a senior marketing and 
advertising major from'Louisville. 
"We weren't getting the numbers. 
A lot of girls can't get off work. So 
we made it later," added Bisig. 
The theme for this year's Rush 
was "Let the Greeks Carry You 
Away." 
Bisig said: "We had a bunch of 
ideas. But everyone seemed to like 
this the best." 
Sorority Rush engages the efforts 
of many people. One of the most 
important people during nush week 
is the Rho Chi. 
Sixteen Rho Chi's had the chore 
of leading between 15 and 20 
rushees around through the various 
activities of (fee week. 
"Those of us who did the planning 
had quite a bit of work to do, but not 
as much work as the Rho Chi's 
actually do, "said Bisig. 
On Sunday at noon, all the Rho 
Chi's became disaffiliated with their 
own sorority in order to remove any 
bias toward their sorority. 
"The sorority gets so close during 
Rush and we don't get to be a part 
of it." said Paisley Hill, a junior 
broadcasting major from Louisville. 
"We want to help, but we're so 
busy." said Nanette Harpring, a 
senior    dietetics    major    from 
Louisville 
Beause many of thenyiive 61 
sorority floors, the Rho Chi's spent 
the week living at a locaMiotel. 
"It's not that bad living there. 
You really get to know the girls 
from the other sororities," added 
Hill. 
The task of the Rho Chi can be 
difficult when all social attachments 
to their close friends have been cut. 
But it helps the Rho Chi deal with 
the rushees. 
"We are the one contact to Greek 
life. We try to tell them (rushees) to 
forget all preconceptions and to give 
each sorority a chance," said Hill. 
"Greek life as a whole Is 
important. We want them to look at 
everything first before making a 
decision,"said Harpring. 
The week kicked off Sunday with 
a party in the Ravine beginning at 
6 p.m. 
The local talent of Blue Max 
provided the entertainment. 
Rushees attended an orientation 
on Monday at 5 p.m. where they 
received a Rho Chi. 
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Greek adviser 
position filled 
Progress photo/Chris' Mibtock 
Melanie Hughes, left, and Gwyn Cullen explain 
Rush to Carol Myers and Cheri Schaeffer 
An ice cream social in their honor 
followed the orientation. 
On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
rushees attended various parties on 
the sorority floors. 
This is a new idea to make the 
rushees feel more comfortable and 
to help them get better acquainted 
with the different sorority floors, 
according to Bisig. 
Today, sorority displays will be 
placed in locations across the 
campus. 
Displays can be found in Case, 
McGregor and Walters halls, and in 
the Powell Building. 
Bisig said skit parties will be held 
Friday nl 5 p.m. by the different 
sororities. 
Rushees   will   return , to   the 
Browsing   Room   in   the   Powell ' 
Building   to   make   their   final 
decisions. 
Bisig and Panhelhenic President 
Nancy Howard will process the 
requests. 
New Greek Adviser Troy Johnson 
said she was excited about working 
with the sororities on campus. 
"I like the Greek system because 
a good organization strives for the 
well-rounded education, "according 
to Johnson. 
Johnson and the Rho Chi's agree 
that Greek life is an important part 
of their college experience which 
should be experienced by all women. 
Fraternities expect turnout 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organizations editor 
Although fraternities and 
sororities are both Greek organiza- 
tions on campus, they do not follow 
the same rushing procedures. 
Fraternity Rush is an open Rush. 
Sorority Rush is much more struc- 
tured, according to Inter-Fraternity 
Council President Todd Taylor, a' 
senior Health Care Administration 
major from Louisville. 
"We are very pleased with our 
present system. I wouldn't favor a 
structured system," said Taylor. 
Rushing a fraternity takes a bit 
more time than the one week sorori- 
ty Rush. 
Rush can run between 2'/i to 3Vi 
weeks depending on which fraterni- 
ty is involved. 
Taylor said most of the advertis- 
ing for Rush comes from word-of- 
mouth or through pamphlets. 
Then it is up "to the individual to 
attend the various parties and even- 
tually extend a bid to the fraterni- 
ty they choose. 
This year's Rush is proving to be 
very successful for the fraternities. 
"We're expecting our biggest 
Rush ever. We had 31 people turn 
out for our informational, "said Dan 
Waits, a sophomore real estate ma- 
jor from Lexington who is a Lamb- 
da Chi Alpha. 
The Kappa Alpha Order also has 
had a large number of interested 
people turning out for the events. 
"Since Sunday we had 105 guys 
sign up. Most of them are 
sophomores, "said Trip McCracken, 
a senior computer information 
systems major from Ix>uisville. 
"They're interested in what 
fraternity and Greek life are all 
about this year. We're pleased to see 
this, "added Waits. 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organization* editor 
Experience and exposure are key 
assets to new assistant director of 
student activities and 
organizations, Troy Johnson. 
Among her duties as assistant 
director, she is advising the Greek 
organizations on campus. 
Johnson has been active in Greek 
life ever since college, she said. 
She studied German ak, Indiana 
University where she was a member 
of the Alpha Omicron Pi (AOPi) 
sorority. 
In the sorority, she served as 
philanthropy chairman, vice 
president - pledge education and 
director of panhellenic pledge 
programs. 
She was also the regional director 
of AOPi. 
After graduation. Johnson 
became a consultant for AOPi. 
__ She conducted leadership 
development seminars for two years 
for the sorority on campuses across 
the country. • 
Graduate school was her next 
slopping place where she received a 
master's degree in higher education, 
college student personnel from 
Bowling Green State University in 
Ohio. 
She got a job at Thomas Moore 
College where she took the position 
as coordinator of student activities. 
Johnson said her experience with 
different organizations, including 
Greeks, has given her the practical 
experience needed to do her job at 
the university. 
"I have the exposure and 
practical experience in 66 "Wreek 
systems," Johnson said. 
Coming to a new place is not at all 
frightening to Johnson. She said she 
enjoys working with people. 
"There's nothing more rewarding 
than getting to know new people," 
said Johnson. 
Right now Johnson has no plans 
for any changes in the present 
system. 
"I need to familiarize myself with 
the system before I can make any 
suggestions,"Johnson said. 
She said her flexible, easy-going 
attitude encourages students to do 
any necessary work for themselves. 
Johnson, who is single, is the 
oldest of seven children. 
Troy Johnson 
Her father was in the military so 
she spent most of her life traveling ; 
around the world. 
Her residence in Germany helped 
influence her decision to study 
German as a part of her 
undergraduate work. 
Dance theatre 
opens season 
Several special activities will opeQ 
Kastern Dance Theatre's fall 
schedule including guest lessons 
taught by KoyScudder Davis and 
Mary Bruce Blackburn. 
' A class- for men only will be 
taught by Davis on Sept. 4 at 6 p.m. 
Mluckburn will conduct the 
regular dance technique class on 
Sept. :j at 6 p.m. This class is open 
to both men and women. 
Blackburn danced with Modem 
Dance  of   Kentucky   and   is  now • 
studying in New York City. 
The Kastern Dance Theatre is 
open to those interested in 
performing and those wishing to 
study dance technique on a regular 
basis. 
A TASSEL WITHOUT 
A HASSLE 
Come in and talk to Us about our 
Student Loan Program. 
STATE BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
MEMBER P.DXC 
f 
THE MADISON SQUIRE 
Welcome Back EKU 
We offer Supplies for 
TAILGATE PARTIES 
—    FRAT. & SOR. EVENTS    — 
Come in and shop our comeplete 
line of beverages & cheeses for your next 
Social Event 
The Madison Squire located 
between Captain D's & Famous Recipe 
Richmond Ky. 
623-7611 
Introducing Sof^^ 
Vr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
VISUAL ANALYSIS 
Contact lenses 
Daily Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals 
Change the Color of Your Eyes with 
DAILY  WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES 
AND 
"COLORED EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 
20b Vi Gen Lane Phone: 623-6643 
oioiornoM) 
* 
. 
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Domino's Pizza Delivers. 
Free, i DOMINO S PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
We don't charge for delivery. 
Never have. Never will. And we 
guarantee it. 
If we ever fail to deliver your 
., pizza in 30 minutes or less, it's 
Domino's Pizza Delivers. 
Late at night. 
We're open Sunday through 
Thursday from 4pm to 2am. 
Friday and Saturday from 4pm to 
3am. 
Study late without starving. 
Party without pangs. 
Clip this menu and 
keep it near your phone. 
All Domino's Pizzas are made 
with 100% real dairy cheese 
and our special blend of sauce. 
Our Superb Cheese Pizza 
12" cheese 5.25 
16" cheese 7.25 
Additional Items 
12"  $ .85 per item 
16"  $1.25 per Kern 
Pepperoni   Mushrooms   """ Ham 
Onions        Anchovies Black Olives 
Sausage     Green Peppers   Ground Beef 
Hot Peppers 
Extra Cheese 
Extra Thick Crust 
Callus. 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Hours: 
4pm to 2am Sunday-Thursday 
4pm to 3am Friday and Saturday 
© 1966 Domino* Pizza. Inc 
Limited Delivery Area 
Our drivers carry less than $20 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
YOUR QUARTERS 
FOR THE 
LAUNDRY! 
Why pay "other" pizza stores 55c, 
65C or 75c for a Coke? Why pay 
a vending machine 50c? Heck, 
^     why pay anybody? 
COKES! 
2 free 12-oz. Cokes with every 
12-Inch pizza. 4 free 12-oz. 
Cokea with every 16-inch 
pizza. 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Offer expires September 30,1985 
One coupon per pizza. 
Limited delivery area. 
Our dnvers carry leas than $20. 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
utLi.ana 
* 
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ONE IS 
SOMETIMES 
MORE THAN 
TWO. 
Some pizza stores sell their pizza 
in ten-inch pairs, leading you to 
believe you get more pizza for 
your money. 
It's not true. 
Remember this from high 
school Geometry? 
The area of a circle is equal to 
ir(3.14) times the radius squared. 
A = TTXR2. 
Using that equation, we deter- 
mine that the area of a 16-inch 
Domino's Pizza is 200.96 square 
inches. A good deal more than 
157 square inches ... the com- 
bined area of two ten-inch "other" 
pizzas. 
See figs. 1 and 2 below. 
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One Sixteen inch Domino's 
Pizza  200 96 square inches of 
Guaranteed Delicious Pizza. 
Two Ten-inch "Other pizzas 
totalling only 157 square inches 
of pizza.  
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Half a sixteervirxjh Domino's Pizza 
100.48 square inches. 
An entire ten-inch "Other' pizza 
78.5 square inches 
OUR 
WELCOME BACK 
E.K.U. SPECIALS! 
2.99 
r —----- 
Our superb 12-Inch 
Cheese Pizza, Just 
I 
I 
! 623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Otter expires September 30,1985 
No coupon necessary. 
Limited delivery area. 
Our drivers carry less than $20. 
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Our superb 16-inch 
Cheese Pizza, just 
4.99 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Offer expires September 30,1965 
No coupon necessary. 
Limited delivery area. 
Our drivers carry less than $20. 
DOMINO'S 
ON 
Q  0. 
DELIVERS 
FREE. 
LOOK FOR OUR 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
EVERYTHURSDAY 
IN THIS 
NEWSPAPER! 
Sometimes free toppings. Some- 
times reduced prices. Always 
something worth cutting out. 
And always delivered to your 
door in thirty minutes or less. 
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Measles vaccination   offered to students 
By Alan White 
Ectitof 
Near-epidemic outbreaks of 
measles at colleges in surrounding 
states in the last three years have 
prompted the university's student 
health services to offer free 
vaccinations. 
Dr. Fred Gibbs. director of 
student health services, said the 
department will offer immunization 
shots during the third week of 
school. Sept 9 through Sept. ll 
Students may receive the 
vaccination between the hours of 9 
a.m. and noon and between 1 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. at the infirmary. 
''The purpose is to provide 
measles immunization for kids who 
need it." Gibbs said. 
"The big problem with measles in 
our country is in two groups that 
still have a fair amount of 
outbreaks. One is the pre-school 
group, the really young kids before 
they enter school. 
"The next largest group of 
measles outbreaks is in the. 
college-age kids. Apparently, it's a 
group of kids who back when theyj 
Kot their vaccine they were using 
one that was not all that effective 
and it appears that they're not all 
that protected." 
Gibbs said serious out-breaks in 
Indiana and Ohio prompted the 
immunization. 
"The last two or three years the 
states around us have had different 
colleges and universities that have 
had measles outbreaks." Gibbs 
said."Some of them have been like 
epidemics and they've had to bring 
in massive immunization programs 
that cost the schools hundreds of 
thousands of dollars." 
"So a number of schools are 
trying to do what they can to make 
that less of a problem." 
However, he said measles cases on 
the university's campus and 
throughout the state have been 
virtually non-existant during the 
years of outbreaks in surrounding 
states. 
"We haven't had anv during 
those years. In fact the whole state 
of Kentucky has been free of 
measles for the last year." 
Gibbs said once the students 
begin returning to the university 
this week, programs wffl begin in 
the dormitories to educate and 
inform students. 
"The regular measles, red 
measles, is a significant illness when 
you get it. particularly at that age. 
You are kind of out of it for a week 
or two and some potential serious 
problems could result in disability 
or death." Gibbs said. 
' "The key thing is that it will take 
you out of school for a week or two 
and you might end up in the 
hospital. 
"We have a nurse from the state 
health department that's coming in 
the week before on Wednesday to 
give an in-service training for our 
nurse." Gibbs said students are 
invited to attend. 
The state department will provide 
the vaccine free. The syringes and 
the nurse will be provided by the 
student health service, according to 
Gibbs. 
Gibbs said he hoped the students 
would take the matter seriously. "If 
they're unsure or don't know, we're 
suggesting that they lei us check 
their immunization records if they 
bring them in." 
"It's realty a nationwide thing. 
The American College Health 
Association has recommended it in 
conjunction with the communicable 
disease center in Atlanta. They 
issued a policy that universities and 
colleges should make every effort to 
assist the kids and take care of the 
matter." 
Gibbs said outbreaks among 
college students usually occur in. 
late winter or early spring. He said 
there is no real pattern to the out- 
breaks, but offered spring break, 
trips to Florida as a possible source 
for measles. 
According to Gibbs. the masses of 
students combined with the influx 
of immigrants may offer an 
explanation. 
Present this coupon 
and receive a cup ot 
coffee, tea, or a soft drink 
of your choice free 
with any purchase 
Good only at 
Richmond location. 
WE ARE NOT 
JUST T-SHIRTS! 
I 'OP-QUALITY   AMtRICAN-MAOl 
•tooucrs 
lOW PRICES — 
ASK ABOUT  OUR  VOLUME  PRICES 
QUALITY   PRINTING — 
■OUR    COLORS   MOST  ITEMS 
FAST DELIVERY 
5% Off PREPAID 
ORDER 
FOR     Cllll   CONtULTAjriON 
OR    SHOCNURt 
CALL    624*2164 
144 WAIKIR  WMjMgrtP-.WICHMONQfl 
CAROUSEL LIQUORS 
Welcomes Back EKU Students 
New Stick of Forty's T-Shlrts 
The Little Store 
With 
Big Discounts 
RICHMOND PLAZA 
NEXT TO lC-MART 
RICHMOND, KY HOT75 
b23-33bl 
WELCOME TO PAN PIZZA HEADQUARTERS 
Both of Noble Roman's pan 
pizzas are made fresh from 
scratch every day. Never frozen. 
Try our origional Deep-Dish 
Sicilian Pizza. You're gonna love 
that thick, crunchy crust. 
Or dig into our Monster®   Pan 
Pizza. You get more meat, more 
veggies....and lots more cheese. 
Deep-Dish Sicilian or Monster 
Pan Pizza. Taste a better pan 
pizza at Pan Pizza Headquarters: 
Noble Roman's. 
TOO   sooo 
I OFF OR  d-fa OFI F 
J si off any m^lum Oeep.oish Sicilian or 
J la" Monster" or 11" or 14" Hend-Toesed 
'Round atna. >t.M off ony large Deep 
■OMi f Id lion or lerge Monster* or H" 
I or It" Hawo-Tooooo' Round pine. 
I Not valid with any other coupon or discount. 
| Offer pood through Oct. 27. 1965 
I (Richmond Only) 
•6" 
! DINNER FOR TWO 
'includes medium Deep Dish flclllon or 
■ !•" Mentor*   or If Mend-Toeeed Round 
Open )\AM-1PM Sun.-Wed. 
11AM-2 AM Thurs.-Sat. 
DELIVERY 
ANYTIME 
Iplna  (with oft  to I toaelnga) and 1 
I "Crooto-Tour-Own"'    hMbn 
| Drinks  not  Included.   Not  valid  with  any 
■ other   coupon   or    discount     Offer    good 
-through Ckt 27   1985       (Richmond Only) 
f—"ijSS  
.2 LITE-SIZE PIZZAS 
I WITH TOPPING OF THE DAY 
. Offer good Monday Saturday. 11 AM to 
■ 1M*. 
I Not valid with ony other coupon or discount. 
I Offer Good through Oct. 27. 1985 
(Richmond Only) 
«dW 
(Richmond Only) 
I OFF OR     XOFF 
623-4573 
oilmltad Daliwgry 
Area 
•Minimum '5.00 
livery Ordwr 
• OFF
j »1 off any medium Deep-Dish Sicilian or 
air* Monitor* or II" or 14' Hend Toesed 
. Sound plis.. M.M off any large Dee* 
' Dish skill.n or largo Monster* or 14" 
1 or If hand Toesed Round etna. 
I Not valid with any other coupon or discount. 
| Offer good through Oct. 27. 1985 
r 
Unlvorssrty 
■Shopping Cssnesr 
Riorimond.KY 4O470 
[aoB]BB4-aeoe 
ISLAND TANS 
5 visits - 19.95 
10 visits - 89.! 
IS visits - 39.95 
HOURS 
Mon thru Fri 
s GET LOOSE 
AT 
FOOT LOOSE 
Welcome Back EKU Students 
For Our 
Low Low Prices 
Half Price Beverages 
On Thursday Nights 
LIVE D.J. 
TOP 40 MUSIC 
SLIPPEB^ISC 
RECORDS 
"Home of the Party Animal" 
ANY REG. PRICED 
LP/CASS 
$5.99 
i*^oV 
*> 
Open 7 Days 
Mon.- Sat. 10-8 
Sun. 1:30-5 
Blue Grass Village 
Richmond 
624-1859 
Park Hills Center 
Lexington 
272-5285 
& 
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Freshmen picnic held 
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By Amy Wolfford 
News editor 
For the first time anyone can 
remember, a freshmen picnic was 
hosted Sunday by the president at 
his home. 
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk said be 
and his wife wanted to initiate the 
picnic because they enjoyed the 
ones they attended and presented at 
their former university. 
"This is the first one I know of 
in the 35 years I have been at the 
university.*' said Dr. John Rowlett. 
vice president of Academic Affairs 
and Research. 
Dr. Skip Daugherty, director of 
Student Activities and 
Organizations and Donna Masters, 
administrative assistant to the 
president, also could not remember 
an event like this taking place in 
their careers at the university. 
They do remember teas held by 
the president in the Keene Johnson 
Building sometime in the late 1950s 
or early 1960s for students, but 
nothing held on the president's 
lawn. 
Credit for the freshmen picnic is 
given to Helen Funderburk, wife of 
university president Dr. H. Hanly 
Funderburk. 
She  said  they   held   freshmen 
picnics   during  her   husband's 
presidency at Auburn University. 
Picnic offers chance 
to meet new students 
By Amy Wolfford 
News editor 
Itain did not seem to dampen the 
spirits of incoming freshmen, or the 
other people who showed up at the 
president's picnic on Sunday. 
Matt Howard, a 17-year-old senior 
at Tales Creek High School, was 
welcomed to the university by 
President Dr. H. Hanly 
Funderburk. 
"What's funny is that nobody 
knows I'm not going to school 
here," he said. 
"The president shook my hand 
and was glad to welcome me to 
Eastern." he said. 
David Holland, 20, a junior 
management major from Louisville, 
came to the picnic with his freshman 
roomate, Chris Keeler. 
"I came to show my roommate 
around and to see how many 
freshmen from my hometown are 
here." Holland said. 
"I think it's a good idea because 
it's a good chance to socialize and 
meet people," he said. 
Sophomore insurance and general 
business major Will Johnson was 
invited to the picnic because he is a 
transfer student. 
He said that he enjoyed the event 
because "it caused a few people tr 
meet others they would not have 
met if this event did not take place.'' 
Jim Havey, 19. a philosophy 
major from Independence, came 
when the picnic was almost over. 
"I was getting ready to go to 
Frisch's or something when my 
friend told me I had to eat this free 
food," he said. 
"This looks so bad, me crashing 
the president's party," he said. 
Most of the freshmen who did 
come said they were glad to meet 
the president and their peers at the 
university. 
John Gilliam. 18, an undecided 
major from Berea, said, "Most 
people go through college and don't 
know who the president is." 
He said the freshmen who did not 
come "missed the latest fashions 
and meeting the president." 
"Also, as we were freshmen at 
Auburn, this is what stands out in 
our minds," said Mrs. Funderburk 
of their freshmen picnic. 
"We thought it would be 
something the freshmen would 
enjoy." she said. 
Activities for the 760 picnickers, 
which were moved because of the 
rain from the president's lawn to 
Brock Auditorium included dinner, 
music and Fubar D. Robot. 
The picnic committee included 
Mrs. Funderburk; Daugherty; Larry 
Martin, director of Food Service; 
Chad Middleton, director of the 
Physical Plant; Les Grigsby. 
director of Admissions, and Dave 
Williams, assistant director of the 
Physical Plant. 
Funderburk said: "I think under 
the circumstances, we have had a 
good day. We feel good about it. 
"We    saw   several    hundred 
freshmen, and in some cases, got to * 
talk to them about their hometowns 
and their majors," he said. 
The Funderburk's plan on holding 
another freshmen picnic next fall. 
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Hanly and Helen Funderburk, left, greet Jeff Falk at picnic 
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Special courses 
to be offered 
The university's Division of 
Special Programs will offer non- 
credit special interest courses 
beginning in September. 
The courses in aerobics, graduate 
record exam preparation (GKK) and 
simple exercises are available to 
both students and the general 
public. 
Fees range from $15.50 to $27.50. 
For more information, contact the 
Division of Special Programs at 
&l2\444. 
Skills courses 
to be offered 
Freshmen deficient in reading, 
writing and math will be able to 
improve these skills through the 
Developmental Studies Program. 
Thirty-nine percent of the 
incoming freshmen in the fall of 
1984 had test scores that indicated 
some deficiency in learning skills. 
university officers reported. 
These courses will develop 
student's abilities before they are 
enrolled in regular curricula, said 
John Rowlett. vice president of 
Academic Affairs and Research. 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Band 
returns 
early 
By Darenda Drnnih 
Arts editor 
While many university students 
were packing and saying their last 
goodbyes before returning (or the 
fall semester, about 140 band 
members were already here on 
campus gearing up for this year's 
version of the Marching Maroons. 
Band members were required to 
return to school several days earlier 
to attend the annual band camp. - 
The main purpose of having band 
camp before school starts is so its 
members can concentrate solely on 
their drills and musical routines. It 
also serves as a time to give out 
locker assignments and gev paper 
work filled out and filed. Soon, more 
work will be piled on the students 
from their class schedules. 
Bob Belser. director of the band, 
emphasized the fact that the 
members are students first, and 
band members second. 
The Marching Maroons is open to 
any student of any major who has 
previous     high     school     band . 
experience. 
"This is an extremely 
hardworking group." said Belser. 
At 9 a.m.. everyone gears up for 
marching drills until noon. Then at 
1 p.m.. the band splits up into 
various groups for sectional rehear- 
sals. The day is still not over. At 6 
p.m.. they repeat their marching 
drills for three to four more hours. 
After classes start, practice 
sessions are scheduled for 
approximately eight hours per 
week. 
That may sound like a lot of time 
to most, but Belser said "it takes 
less lime than in most high school 
bands." 
For the most part. Belser writes 
the marching drills himself. 
However, graduate assistants also 
lend a hand when needed. Members 
are strongly encouraged to write or 
Arts coverage 
encompassing 
Bob Belser directs the Marching Maroons 
give some input to bring in different 
aspects and styles into the drills. 
As for the flag corps, rifles and 
majorettes, they're on their own. 
They are given a tape of the music 
to be performed and are responsible 
for their own routines. 
Belser emphasized that they are 
a visual show as well. The routines 
should be performed so that even a 
deaf person should know the energy 
of the music through their 
movements. 
The Marching Maroons will 
perform at five home football games 
this season. On Parents' Day. they 
will focus their routines for the oldar 
members of the crowd. For HOTC 
Day. they have planned a more 
"patriotic" show. 
"Fabulous fads" will be the 
homecoming theme this year. The 
band will feature the music of 
Andrew Lloyd Webber, a composer 
of popular show tunes, including 
"Jesus Christ Superstar'and the 
more recent production. "Cats." 
According to Belser. the routines 
change from game to game for the 
enjoyment of the crowd. 
"It  gets  really   boring   for  the 
crowd if it stays the same." Belser 
said. 
"Every individual (of the band) 
Juis a positive attitude about doing 
the very best that they can do." 
Belser said the roar of applause 
from the crowd rewards them far 
Progress photo/James Morris 
more than winning any contest or 
trophy. 
As a smile crossed Belser's face, 
he remarked. "We perform much 
better than we should for band of 
this size." 
Robinette appointed 
Dr. Dan Robinette has been 
named acting chairman of the 
department of speech and theatre 
arts. 
Dr. Richard Benson, former 
chairman, has stepped down from 
t he position, however he will remain 
a professor within the department. 
"He's (Bensonl done a great job 
of leading the department forward 
and I want to maintain the quality 
that we have and enhance it." said 
Robinette. 
Robinette was recommended by 
Dr. John Ix>ng. dean of arts and 
humanities, and approved by the 
faculty. 
"I want to continue to recruit and 
to increase our majors." said 
Robinette. 
He has been with the university 
for 14 years. He received his 
bachelor's degree from Berea 
College, his master's degree from 
Vanderbilt and his doctorate from 
Ohio University. 
In addition to working with the 
faculty, he will also attend to the 
budget, help select theatre 
productions and various 
administrative duties. 
"We chairmen are teachers. Some 
people forget that. "Robinette said. 
"Teaching is what it's all about." 
My job as arts and entertainment 
editor is to inform you as a student 
of the university of special events on 
campus. 
Basically. 1 want to make you 
aware of some alternatives besides 
just the downtown scene. 
Not only do I plan to give you a 
list of events but I plan to feature 
them in articles on my pages. 
In addition. I hope to introduce 
you to faculty members and 
students within the arts 
departments. 
Listed below are some helpful 
hints to freshmen. 
Keep your identification card with 
you at all times, whether you're on 
or off campus. Everytime you go to 
cash a check you'll need it. believe 
me. 
Get a calling card as soon as 
possible. Your parents might not be 
too excited about you having it to 
call friends long distance, but 
sometime during the year you will 
have to place a long distance call. 
Unless you're calling collect, your 
call will not be placed. Campus 
operators will not bill your call to a 
third number. 
If possible, try to open a checking 
account in Richmond. Most local 
businesses will not cash or accept an 
out-of-town check. This especially 
holds true for banks. 
Keep and read the syllabi given to 
you by your instructors this week. 
This is a compiled list of all 
assignments and test dates that will 
be given to you throughout the 
semester. 
1 f a professor is late for class, you 
must allow them 15 minutes, then 
you may leave without being 
counted absent. If an instructor is 
late, you are required to wait 10 
minutes. 
If you learn nothing else, learn to 
efficiently budget your time. 
Don't go home faithfully every 
weekend to see Bob or Suzie. Stay 
here, branch out. meet new friends. 
It can be a lot of fun. 
Make that appointment when the 
And so 
dot, dot. dot 
Darenda Dennis 
time comes around to get your 
picture taken for the yearbook. If 
you don't, you'll be sorry at the end 
of the year when everybody else is 
in there but you. 
Women, if you park your car away 
from the dorm, or if you've got to 
go across campus late at night, call 
the shuttle bus better known as the 
"Rape Van," to come pick you up 
for your own safety. 
Make good use of the Ravine, it's 
there for our enjoyment and peace 
of mind. A lot of important 
decisions have been made there. It's 
a great place to just go and get 
away for a while. 
If you need copies made, there are 
several copiers available in the 
library. 
Another thing which you may not 
have thought to bring with you is 
a set of scales. Those pizzas add up. 
The average freshman gains 10 
pounds the first year. Scales will at 
least make you aware, if your 
clothes don't first. 
Keep your doors locked, even if 
you're going down the hall for a 
minute. That's just enough time to 
get ripped-off. 
If you haven't learned this 
already, it will come soon enough- 
keep your ice trays full, especially 
during hot weather. You'll probably 
learn this one the hard way. 
Finally, keep a supply of quarters 
on hand at all times. It seems that 
every machine on campus requires 
a quarter. Take my word for it. 
nobody will ever have any extras to 
lend. 
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Student involvement 
key to Center Board 
Dave McLean, left, Howard Horn, Chuck Johnson and Glen Smith 
Student discovers 'Vice' 
makes rewarding career 
By Darenda Dennis 
Arts editor 
Vices. Everybody's got them, 
whether it be an obsession with 
chocolate, drinking too much coffee, 
or chain smoking. 
According to Glenn Smith, a 
senior social work major, the theme 
of vices just seemed to fit the 
members of his four-man 
"agressive" rock group, VICE. 
"We have an obsession with 
excesses, of going beyond u 
reasonable point, we're advocates of 
excess," said Smith, 
enthusiastically. 
Smith, dressed in gray cowboy 
boots, light black leather pants, a 
faded jean vest, with a long earring 
dangling from his left ear. black 
gloves and studded arm bands, does 
not fit the stereotyped picture of a 
social worker. 
David McLean, lead guitarist. 
I_£aid Smith relates well with the 
audience, which he says helps add 
to their success on stage. 
At a recent performance at The 
Cove in Berea. Smith jumped 
through the glass dance floor after 
leaping from stage. By the end of 
the night, he had destroyed the 
stage, among other things. 
Chuck     Johnson,     drummer. 
emphasized that  it wasn't done 
intentionally on Smith's part, it 
simply resulted from the energy and 
, charisma of the group. 
Johnson quickly pointed out that 
that was the last performance to be 
held at The Cove. 
Mel .i'.-in added. "They wanted us 
to close it, and we did." 
In addition to his 17 hours of 
classes and two hours of practicing 
four times a week. Smith also plays 
rugby and is a member of Big Pals 
here at the university. 
Smith freely admits that it's not 
easy, but said he manages. 
Howard Horn, bass player, 
explained that Smith finds time for 
the books and studies between 
songs, on the road, or anywhere he 
can. 
Not only does Smith sing, but he 
also plays a variety of instruments, 
as well as writing and composing 
some of the group's original 
material. 
However, the group all said that 
McLean, a native of San Antonio, 
Texas, writes 90 percent of their 
original songs, which fills one-third 
of their show. 
McLean said Johnson handles the 
arrangements, which accents and 
gives more power to their material. 
Smith said he felt their original 
material was one of their biggest 
assets. 
"It adds a different flavor and it's 
some of our best stuff." he said 
McLean will be the first to defend 
their "honor" when they are labeled 
as a heavy metal band, and is quick 
to correct it as "aggressive" rock. 
Johnson, a tall man with a long 
spiky hairstyle who sports a 
multitude of bandanas, leather 
accessories, and vivid button-style 
patches, explains that their style of 
music "can be fast or slow, it has a 
certain amount of raw energy, it's 
a gut feeling." 
"We start with a basic form and 
then everyone adds their own style 
to it," he added. 
"We want to make it big, but 
we're not going ' to sacrifice 
changing our style to get there. We 
would rather be a local band and 
play the way that we want to play." 
said Mel.run. brushing his hair, 
which is black with a dyed blonde 
spot. 
At the closing of every 
performance, they finish up the 
night with their theme song, "We're 
The People Your Mother Warned 
You About." 
-jfa/mtftfe^ 
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By Darenda Dennis 
Arta editor 
Did you'ever stop and wonder 
just what organization on campus 
is responsible for student 
entertainment? 
Who's idea was it to bring Sinbad 
the comedian, or who chooses the 
band for   homecoming activities? 
University Center Board takes on 
the responsibility of providing and 
choosing entertainment for our 
enjoyment. 
"I want the students to have an 
opportunity for more involvement," 
said Skip Daugherty. director of 
student activities and 
organizations. 
Currently, Center Board needs 50 
interested students to serve on five 
designated committees. 
These students will help choose 
entertainment ranging from 
concerts in the Ravine to lecturers. 
Center Board is in its second year 
of providing the students with a 
better opportunity for involvement. 
Daugherty suggested and 
initiated the change two years ago 
so that students could "learn by 
doing and have better leadership 
abilities." 
Center Board is divided into five 
areas of interest: fine arts, lectures, 
pop concerts, special events and 
promotions. 
Each area has a student 
committee and chairman and the 
board is headed by a student 
chairperson. 
This semester. Sherri Watowski. 
a senior marketing major, holds the 
student chairperson position. 
Watowski noted that their main 
function this year is to establish an 
identity so that the students know 
that the board is here on campus to 
help them. 
The first step that Center Board 
is taking in establishing that goal is 
to prepare a promotional package to 
inform students of upcoming 
events. 
Each month, students will receive 
a brochure with a listing of 
upcoming events. 
Posters of future events will be 
distributed around campus with a 
standard logo and color scheme. The 
posters, will feature two-word 
phrases such as Get Cultured, Be 
There, (Jet Involved and Listen Up. 
They have also been considering 
hosting a "Battle of the Bands 
Contest" sometime within the next 
several months. 
The committee would like to have 
several local bands compete against 
each other in the Ravine for a 
trophy or plaque. 
The Louisville Ballet Company 
will perform at Eastern through 
Center Board on March 6. 
"We're trying to bring good 
entertainment and to give 
alternatives to the students." said 
Watowski. 
Daughtery said, "we're currently 
negotiating with Kool and the 
Gang." He feels that there is a 50-50 
chance of getting them here for 
homecoming. 
The Voltage Brothers, a rock 
group, will perform in the Ravine 
September 5. 
Watowski emphasized that they 
want to give the students more to 
do than go downtown 
The film series is also a part of the 
organization's responsibilities. 
How do they select the 
entertainment and where do they 
get their resources? 
A talent showcase is provided by 
the National Association of College 
Activities. These showcases are 
attended by the committee heads 
and chairperson, along with the 
faculty advisers, twice a year. 
One showcase is regional, the 
other is national. They last for three 
to four days and 10 to 12 acts 
perform each of those days. 
They then attempt to"weed out" 
the good from the bad and trv to 
negotiate an acceptable contract. 
The secretary of the board has 
the power to veto any performer if 
specific university guidelines are not 
met by the performers. 
Daugherty then tries to work out 
a deal with these people based on 
money, availability and technical 
requirements. 
"Skip still negotiates the 
contracts, but we. the students, are 
directly involved," Watowski said. 
Daugherty said the reason for the 
big name bands not performing at 
the university anymore is that Rupp 
Arena in I-exington now fills that 
gap. 
"We used to fill a service and now 
it's not needed anymore." said 
Daugherty. 
The large amount of money 
charged by big name performers is 
also a contributing factor. 
According to Daugherty. Center 
Hoard is allocated a budget of 
$67,000 for 1985-86. He said one big 
name band would take 
$45.000-$50.000. 
"Trust        us for        good 
entertainment." Daugherty said. 
Fifty committee positions are 
available for all interested students 
to fill. An application may be picked 
up in the Powell Building Room 1 28. 
These students may serve a hosts 
for some of the performers, give 
opinions on acts to propose to the 
board, etc. 
"We have to open the 
communication lines and let the 
people know what's going on." 
Watowski   said. 
Faculty art displayed 
"The purpose of this year's 
(faculty) arts show is to allow the 
university community and the 
Richmond community to preview 
the works of the arts faculty." said 
Tim Glotzbach, a professor in the 
art department and head of this 
year's art show. 
This year's art exhibition will run 
through September 12. 
"This is our means of publication, 
since we don't write a lot of books, 
we make visual statements." said 
Glotzbach. 
The      instructors      in       the- 
department. sponsor this event 
annually."We're evolving and 
growing so our art naturally 
changes with time." said Glotzbach. 
The event allows interested 
students to view the works of their 
instructors. It gives the students a 
chance to get to know the 
instructors without even having to 
carry on a conversation. 
"Our department is only as good 
as the people teaching. 
"We teach ideas, not facts. Art is 
simply being able to express 
yourself." Glotzbach said. 
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Sports 
Team 
picked 
to win 
By Mike Mtfraee 
Sport* editor 
For the fifth straight year, the 
Ohio Valley Conference football 
coaches have picked the Colonels to 
win the conference championship in 
the annual preseason coaches' poll. 
The coaches have been accurate in 
predicting the Colonels to finish in 
the top spot for the past four years 
in their annual poll, in which no 
coach may vote for his own team. 
The Colonels recieved 44 '/t votes 
to top the poll, but were followed 
very closely by Middle Tennessee, 
who beat the Colonels twice at 
Hanger Field last season, with 43 
points. Murray State had 39 points 
and a third-place prediction. 
The remaining teams in their 
predicted order of finish, and their 
point totals, are: Youngstown State, 
29: Austin Peay. 26: Akron. 23V*; 
Morehead State. 14: and Tennessee 
Tech. 8. 
The Colonels were also picked to 
finish atop the OVC in both. The 
Sporting News' and Street and 
Smith's college football yearbooks. 
Sports Illustrated ranked the 
university sixth in NCAA Division 
l-AA. making them the only OVC 
team in their preseason top 10. 
The Colonels return 37 lettermen 
from last year's team which finish- 
ed 8-4 and qualified for the Division 
I-AA playoffs for the sixth straight 
year, losing to Middle Tennessee at 
Manger Field. 
Youngstown State also will return 
37 lettermen, but every other school 
in the conference returns more than 
the Colonels and Penguins. 
Morehead State brings back the 
most lettermen at 44. 
"There are people in our league 
that's got more veterans back than 
we've got." said Kidd. 
There is competition between 
juniors Greg Parker and Mike 
Whitaker for the starting job at 
Colonels fall 
in NCAA play 
4 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Fullback David Hensley, left, faces off against safety Larry Powell 
By Mike Marsee 
Sports editor 
The Colonels' baseball team 
capped off a busy spring and early 
summer by winning the Ohio Valley 
Conference tournament and 
advancing to regional play in the 
NCAA tournament. 
The Colonels finished second in 
the regular season race tn the OVC's 
Northern Division, but came 
through the loser's bracket to win 
the double-elimination tournament 
held during the week of May 1'3 at 
Morehead. 
The Colonels hit 23 home runs in 
their five tournament games, 
including a solo shot by catcher 
John Miles in the bottom of the 10th 
inning of the final game against 
Murray State, giving the Colonels 
a 19-18 win and the title. 
For the tournament as a whole, 
there were 153 runs scored on 194' 
hits with 37 home runs. The 
Colonejs scored 77 runs and had 99 
hits including 15 doubles, one triple 
and the 23 home runs, eight of 
which came in the championship 
game, setting a new school and 
league record. 
fc.very member of the Colortels' 
starting lineup had at least one 
home run in the tournament. Second 
baseman Troy Williams led the 
team with four, while designated 
hitter Jay Steele. first baseman Clay 
Elswick and shortstop Dennis 
Quigley each hit three home runs. 
Steele was second in the 
tournament in batting average, 
hitting , .542.   Outfielder  Scott 
From wilier hit .524 and drove in 11 
runs in the five games, and Williams 
also had 11 RBl's. 
"This was just an unbelievable 
display of hitting by our players," 
head coach Jim Ward said . 
The Colonels then advanced to 
play in the NCAA South IT Region 
tournament in Tallahassee. Flu., on 
May 23. where they were sent 
immediately to the loser's bracket 
by eventual regional champion 
Arkansas. Arkansas beat the 
Colonels 20-13. 
The Colonels came back to defeat 
Central Michigan, the Mid- 
American Conference champions, 
10-7, before they were handed their 
second and final loss of the 
tournament by nationally-ranked 
Georgia Teclhwho.scored four runs 
in the bottonVbf the ninth inning to 
win 8-7. 
"The thing we're particularly 
proud of," said Ward, "is that we 
were the only team in the nation (in 
Division I) to hit over 100 home 
runs and steal over 200 bases." 
The Colonels were ranked 27th in 
the final ESPN-Collegiate Baseball 
Division I Poll, a rating based on 
schedule strength, returning 
players, and voting by a nationwide 
panel of coaches, writers and sports 
information directors. 
Moore and Williams were the 
leading Colonel batters, each 
carrying an average of .391. Moore 
was also second in the nation in 
doubles with 26, and Fromwiller 
was 10th nationally with an 84 
percent success rate in stolen bases. 
quarterback, with neither getting 
the nod from Kidd as yet. 
Pat Smith, who saw some action 
at quarterback last year, has been 
moved to the defensive secondary, 
a move Kidd called "a great 
sacrifice." 
The Colonels were recently 
announced as the 10th best college 
football team in the nation, on any 
level, for the decade. 1975-84. based 
on winning percentage, in a study 
conducted by Widener College. 
For that 10 year period, the 
Colonels compiled a record of 
83-21-1, or a winning percentage of 
V'.t.'i. including all postseason 
games. 
Tennessee State, listed fifth 
overall with a winning percentage of 
.818, was the only team from 
Division l-AA ranked ahead of the 
university. 
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Volleyballers 
prepare for 
first matches 
By Mike Marsee 
Sports editor 
The university women's volleyball 
team reached the NCAA 
tournament for the first time in 
history last year and is looking to 
make a return appearance. 
The Colonels return five of last 
year's six starters and 10 
letterwinners from last year's team, 
which lost to Tennessee in the first 
round of the national tournament. 
After Jast season's record of 
27-13, including a perfect 1(H) mark 
within the Ohio Valley Conference, 
the Colonels seek to win their fifth 
consecutive conference 
championship and return to the 
NCAA playoffs for the second year 
in a row. 
During the 18 years competitive 
volleyball has been played at the 
university. Colonel teams have had 
11 conference championships and 16 
winning seasons, all under head 
coach Gerl Polvino. who has 
compiled a record of 396-213. 
Five new players will join 
Polvino's squad, which also consists 
of three sophomores, three juniors 
and four seniors, having lost only 
Charlotte Gillespie from last year's 
team. 
Better depth and more experience 
are the two primary reasons Polvino 
gives for the improvement of her 
squad this year. 
Polvino will seek leadership from 
returning starters, including Cathy 
Brett, a 5-8 senior, at the setter 
position. Lisa Tecca. a 6-0 senior and 
one of two returning All-OVC 
players who will block in the middle, 
and Debbie Dingman, n 5-10 senior 
playing on the right side. 
The other All-OVC player. 5-11 
junior Angela Boykins. participated 
over the summer in the National 
Sports Festival in Baton Rouge, La. 
"Angela came back from the Sports 
Festival looking real strong." 
Polvino said. 
Polvino said Brett was certainly 
one of the most improved players on 
the team. "She came back in 
fantastic shape," said Polvino. 
She also praised the play of 5-9 
junior Sarah Ewy, whom she said 
probably has the best hitting 
percentage of the entire team in 
practice up to this point 
Other returning players include 
senior Teri Oman, junior Cindy 
Thomsen and sophomores Mary 
Granger. Sue Nanos and Deb 
Winkler. 
The five new players on the squad 
include freshmen Joelle Condon, 
I -i-sii Crabtree, Kathleen Moore and 
Margrith Semones. in addition to 
Marcia Hinz, a transfer student 
from Genesco (N.Y.) Community 
College. 
Polvino said the strongest 
competition in the OVC race will 
come from three schools. She said 
Morehead State had an improved 
squad, Tennessee Tech should be 
"fairly aggressive' and Akron 
should be in the race, depending 
upon how well they recruited. 
The non-conference schedule looks 
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Rule change 
upsets parity 
Progress photo/James Morris 
Junior Sarah Ewy rises to spike the ball 
very strong, based on the 
opponents' performances in past 
years. The schedule includes 
Kentucky, Tennessee. Georgia. 
Pklahoma. Texas Tech. Notre Dame 
and Penn State. 
The Colonels open the 1985 
campaign by participating in the 
OK Classic on Saturday and Sun- 
day in Lexington along with Ken- 
tucky,   Louisville,  and  Morehead 
State. 
Polvino has added a new graduate 
assistant to her staff to join full- 
time assistant Linda Dawson. Kelly 
Lovegren comes to the Colonels 
from Iowa State University, and 
played volleyball at Nebraska- 
Omaha. 
He will assist in recruiting and 
training, as well as junior 
development. 
Barnard named assistant coach 
By Mike Marsee 
Sports editor 
A new 
assistant 
basketball coach 
was   named   for I 
the    university | 
women's 
program over the I 
summer. 
Kathy 
Barnard, a former 
graduate 
assistant coach at < 
the University of Barnard 
Texas, comes to the Colonels as a 
full-time assistant on head coach 
Dianne Murphy's staff. 
Barnard's primary duty at the 
university will be coordinating the 
program's recruiting efforts.  She 
will also be in charge of promotions 
and will assist in floor coaching, in 
addition to teaching five swimming 
classes. 
Barnard is originally from Tulsa, 
Ok I a., where she graduated from 
Holland Hall High School. In her 
playing days, she lettered four years 
at Rice University in Houston, 
where she started at guard for three 
years, including 1981 when the 
Lady Owls were runners-up in the 
Texas AI AW State Championship. 
She received a bachelor's degree 
from Rice in 1983. and a master's 
degree in education from Texas in 
May. 
Barnard fall her association with 
the basketball program at Texas, 
one of the most powerful women's 
basketball schools in the nation, was 
a key factor in obtaining the 
position at the university. 
Of the schools she submitted 
applications to, Barnard trimmed 
the choices to the university and 
Stetson University, the two schools 
that made the most personal con- 
tact and showed the most interest 
in her. 
Barnard's credentials were 
carefully picked over by the 
university, but she said she also 
checked the references of Murphy, 
assistant coach Linda Myers, 
assistant athletic director Martha 
Mullins. the program and the 
university in general. 
"Dr. Mullins was a very deciding 
factor in my decision to come to 
Kastern," Barnard said. She added 
that she was "very impressed with 
the staff," adding that they are 
"more personalia with the players 
than was the staff at Texas. 
' Barnard said she had met about 
half of the players personally and 
that they "responded well" to her. 
Murphy was pleased with the 
addition of Barnard to her staff, 
saying, "She will be a positive 
influence in our program." 
Barnard's predecessor, Nell 
Hensley. resigned her position May 
10 and has accepted the position at 
Boone   County   High   School. 
A new Ohio Valley Conference 
regulation change concerning 
scholarships could well eliminate 
what many people in athletics are 
striving for...parity. 
You remember how everyone 
connected with sports, particularly 
those who are consistently 
low-finishing teams, has been seek- 
ing parity in college sports for years. 
It now appears that those pipe 
dreams have gone up in smoke, at 
least in the OVC. 
The conference athletic directors 
passed a regulation at their June 
meeting giving each member 
institution 96 full grante-in-aid, or 
scholarships to be distributed as 
each school wishes among the six 
men's conference championship 
sports. 
The vote was 7-to-l in favor of the 
new measure with the university's 
athletic director, Don Combs, 
casting the only opposing vote. The 
conference presidents passed the 
change unanimously. 
There are no limits on where the 
schools may use their scholarships, 
provided they stay within NCAA 
guidelines. 
The warning lights are already 
flashing. Is the long-desired 
balanced league going down the 
tubes with this new edict? Will some 
sports be cast aside for the benefit 
of others? Conference sponsorship 
has already been taken away from 
track, and Combs said other sports 
may be lost in the future. 
Schools can "load up" on 
scholarships in any sport they 
choose. They can pile on the grants 
in football and basketball, leaving 
other sports out in the cold. 
Or they can attempt to "buy a 
championship" in a sport with fewer 
scholarships, sacrificing one or two 
other sports in the process. 
How can. for example, a tennis 
team with one scholarship compete 
against a school giving five? 
Akron tentatively plans on giving 
70 scholarships in football, while 
Austin Peay will give only 65. 
Meanwhile, Austin Peay plans to 
give only four baseball scholarships, 
while most other schools offer up to 
eight, but they may offer three 
cross-country grants, while four 
schools may offer none at all. 
Schools will begin flying off in 
various directions in their athletic 
programs,   leading  to potentially 
Out 
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Mike Marsee 
unfair competition in almost every 
sport within a few years. 
This action spurred Combs to the 
point where he spoke of pulling out 
of the OVC and looking for a new 
conference for the university. 
Combs later said the university« 
has no plans to leave the OVC at 
this time, although he added that 
they could if they so desired. 
Remembev this regulation in a 
couple of years when the conference 
standings in various sports begin to 
look a bit lopsided. Parity has been 
tossed out the window in favor of 
greed. You read it here first. 
Another change made at the OVC 
meeting in June concerns the format 
of the men's basketball postseason' 
tournament 
The top seven teams in the 
regular season will qualify, with 
number eight staying home and 
number one receiving a bye. 
Teams will be seeded, and first 
and second round games will be 
played on the home court of the 
team with the highest seed. The 
semifinals and finals will be played 
at the home of the regular season 
champion. 
WKYT-TV in Lexington has 
finished lining up sponsors for a new 
show to be aired this fall. 
"The Roy Kidd Show." hosted by 
Dick Gabriel, will air Sunday nights 
at 11:30 on channel 27 beginning 
Sep. 1. 
According to Gabriel. Kidd will 
appear each week on the half-hour 
show. "We'll also have players, 
assistant coaches, and various 
people (connected with the football 
program)." said Gabriel. 
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bag. The University Bookstore has 
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Board 
drops 
majors 
By Amy Wolfford . 
News editor 
I x>w attendance caused the Board 
of Regents to suspend three 
university degree programs, said 
Dr. John Rowlett. vice president of 
Academic Affairs and Research. 
The associate of science degree in 
homemaking supervision, the 
bachelor of science degree in textiles 
and the bachelor of science in 
transportation systems were 
suspended at the August meeting. 
The Board added planning as an 
option to the bachelor's degree in 
geography to replace the degree 
program that was suspended last 
year. 
"We have suspended 34 programs 
in the last seven years, and they 
were primarily suspended because" 
of low enrollment.'   he said. 
Dr. Betty Powers, chairman of the 
Department of Home Kconomics. 
said, "ft won't bother us. 
"As far as the -department is 
concerned, there will be no 
changes." 
The change will not have a great 
effect on the Department of 
Geography and Planning, either, 
said Dr. Ronald Marionneaux. 
chairman. 
"We dropped the Itranportation 
systemsl program because there- 
was ii" demand." he said. 
Marionneaux said the planning 
major is now included as an option 
in geography to replace the planning 
major that was suspended last year. 
Rowlett said students currently 
enrolled in the suspended programs 
will have the opportunity to 
complete the course work for their 
degree. 
Mentor program 
aids students 
Bumper sticker *°*"' v*""** °"" 
Jeff Wjlson, a senior police administration major from New Castle, Ind., helped his girlfriend, 
Jennifer Hafft, a psychology major from Versailles, Ind., put her new parking sticker on her car 
last week in Commonwealth parking lot. 
Summer commencement held 
While a majority of university 
students were away on summer 
vacation, 532 degree candidate* 
marched on stage Aug. 8 for the 
university's 78th summer 
commencement 
Commencement speaker I^Roy 
Walker, chancellor of North 
Carolina Central University, 
challenged the degree candidates to 
live their lives according to "The 
Four D's." Walker said students' 
will need "The Four D's," 
discontent with the status quo. 
devotion to task and discipline, to 
enjoy the quality of leadership that 
the future demands. He urged the 
students to be brave and told them 
they were Eastern Kentucky's pride 
and joy. 
Walker received' an honorary 
doctor of laws degree from the 
university. 
Forty-one associate. 276 
bachelor's. 214 master's degrees 
and one specialist in education 
degree were awarded at the 
ceremony in VanPeursem 
Ampitheatre. 
The university also awarded an 
honorary doctor of science degree to 
John frwin. a consultant to the 
university's Department of Special 
Kducation. 
The university has awarded 
55.185 degrees through May, 1985. 
Seventy-four percent of those 
degrees have been awarded since 
Eastern was granted university 
status in 1966. 
By Amy Wolfford 
News editor 
Apathy is only a suitcase away 
and the Mentor program is here to 
encourage university students to 
stay on campus and get involved, 
according to Joe Kappes, director ol 
the program. 
Approximately 60 new students 
have signed up by mail for the 
program which matches up- 
perclassmen with incoming 
students to get them acquainted 
with the university. 
The Mentor program expects 500 
incoming students to join this fall. 
"Despite problems in the past, we 
are in full swing this year and have 
been very successful thus far," said 
Kappes. 
Mentors have helped with 
freshman registration, held a 
volleyball game and shown movies 
to get students involved at the 
university and in the program. 
"Registration was a success 
because we got immediate results," 
said Kappes. 
"When we helped with 
scheduling, we might have saved a 
few people who otherwise just 
would have been frustrated," he 
said. 
The 77 upperclassmen Mentors, 
"or freshman apathy fighters." will 
each be matched with four or five 
incoming students, according to 
their majors or general interests, 
said Kappes. 
"This   is   the   meat   of   our 
program." he said. 
Residence hall assistants in 
freshman dorms are also spreading 
the word, he said. 
Kappes expects to get two types 
of students: the ones who want to 
get their foot in the door early and 
ones who want to find someone to 
help them. 
"It's the ones who say 'no 
problem, I can do it on my own' that 
we need to get at," he said. 
"We don't want these people to 
miss a few years of college by not 
getting involved early.." said 
Kappes. 
"I see Mentor as a spark plug 
toward involvement and a way to 
show off the better side of the people 
at Eastern," he said. 
Kelly Kuethe, director of recruit- 
ment, said she was pleased overall 
with the program this year. 
She said that the Mentor cabinet 
consisted of "people whe/are going 
to work and* not leave it. all up to 
Joe." 
Kuethe also said that the recruit- 
ment of Mentors was more selective" 
this year. 
"In choosing (Mentors). I set up 
guidelines of things to look for. "she 
said. 
The program tried to pick Men- 
tors who know the campus and how* 
to deal with people, she said. 
Any incoming student or 
upperclassman interested in 
obtaining information about the. 
program should visit the Student 
Association office, 124 Powell 
Building, or call 622-1724. 
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•-•p m Men -frl 
It*.*-1 
fyWnyipy oppoi.u t«nrt 
623-7843 MOW MolnSf SulWi 
623-8126 105 Killarney Lane 
1-75 Eastern By-Pass 
I COME GET AWAY 20 % Off 
The LK Motel, former Penny-Pincher, is offering a 20 per- 
cent discount off regular room rates to all students and a 10 
percent discount to parents of Eastern Kentucky University. 
Bring your college I.D. 
ECONOMY DRUG 
College Park Shopping Center 
Men- Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Phone-623-2336 
10 Percent off all 
prescriptions and non-sale 
merchandise with student 
I.D.  
We carry a FL 11 Line of Contact Lens Care 
Ntwly remodeled rooms, a cool refreshing 
swimming pool, and a free continental breakfasUwhich in- 
cludes cold cereal, danish, o.j. and coffee). 
Looking For A Church Home? 
First Alliance Church Invites You 
To Worship With Us 
10:15-10:50 Donuts & Coffee Time 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship 
Location: Behind Roses and in front 
of Jim's Roll Arena 
Pastor: Steve N eh I sen 
For rides or information, call 623-6421 
Tandy Corp 1 ration /Radio Shack 
Is Pleased to Announce an Agreement 
With 
EKU 
Extending to I acuity, Staff and Students a 
20% Discount 
On Any Tandy Computer and Any Software, 
Accessory c r Peripheral Purchased with the 
Computer Order Authorization Forms and 
Complete Details of the Agreement Are 
Available at... 
Lakeview Plaza 
2909 Richmond Rd. 
Lexington. Ky. 40509 
Phone: 606 269-7321 
I maefc COMPUTER CENTER 
Quality Sporting Goods 
ice  ui 
and Sports Fashions I 
I 
I 
next  to  t(U Qucktt 
eMan  fox  aft  your <z)oxoxity 
and  "Dxatcxnily  efsccdi.. 
1A1 South Second St., Richmond 
RECORDSMITH 
THIS' WEEK'S SPECIALS 
:.IN/I. Fables $599 
Scarecrow 
JOHN WAITE Mask 
v \>6 MANY  OTHER SPECIALS 
ByPass 
&&*'&'*<■&*'&*'*'&*****&** Ai 
GUYS 
The Official 1985-1986 E.K.U. 
CLA SSMA TE      OF      THE 
MONTH 
SWIMSUIT CALENDAR 
Be sure to get your copy! 
(in full color- ONLY $3) 
at 
*¥ STUDIO 
GIRLS 
SWIMSUITS 
WHILE THEY LAST V2 PRICE 
BUY NOW FOR NEXT YEAR! 
y.r* ' Ml" "        .. i.AKb LALtNUAR 
AND THE NEXT UASSMATE OF 
THE MONTH.IN THE EASTERN PROGRESS! 
455 Eastern By-Pass 624-2727 
THE COLLEGE SHOP 
fr******^T*rfrT*********T* 
i. 
Let the show begin 
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Turn off the lights, please. Let's 
get this picture in focus. The slide 
presentation is about to begin. 
It is classtime now. There is no 
popcorn in sight. There is less 
motion on the screen than out of the 
student viewers. 
Some professor has unjustly 
determined that slide presentations 
are benefical to your education. 
Of all in-class slides I have ever 
seen, home slides have projected the 
worst image. 
"See the blue blur next to the 
person-shape? Why that's my wife 
standing next to the Eifel Tower." 
said the cheery-eyed professor as he 
remembered that European 
vacation last summer. 
"What a smile!" he exclaimed. 
The next slides in the 
"educational" series included a 
thumb over Michelangelo's "David" 
and scaffolding in (he Sistine 
Chapel. 
By now the room, illuminated 
only by the bright light of the 
projector, grows sleepy. 
Only the noise of the exhaust fan 
covers the sounds of yawning. 
"Mow compare my slide to the 
reproduction in your text. Mine 
seems browner," he said. 
"Well. I was there. The book must 
be printed in the wrong shade," said 
Mr. Get-your-prints-back-in-an- 
hour. 
After four home slides and a story 
about the national flower of France, 
the show is over. 
It seems as if you have been in 
class an hour, but you know there 
is still 45 minutes left. 
Professional slide presentations 
are even worse. They really do last 
the entire hour. 
My turn 
.*>•*•*"' 
j| Amy Wolfford 
They are helpful in giving you 
useless insight on nuclear waste 
baskets or how Ginsu knives are 
made. 
But the most memorable 
occurrence in any professional slide 
show are the beeps. 
Counting the beeps between slides 
becomes a game like guessing how 
many jelly beans are in a jar. 
Whoever pays enough attention 
to correctly guess the number gets 
to keep the slides for his own 
personal enjoyment. 
Somewhere in a hazy half-awake 
state dreaming of Art Flemming I 
heard. "Here, you see the different 
parts of the atom attracting each 
other." 
BEEP. 
"The question is. 'what* are 
protons and electons?' " I blurted 
out in typical Jeopordy fashion. 
I did not get the $200.. 
You begin to daydream about the 
funny animal shapes you can make 
from the projector light and miss 
information that becomes a FtO-poinl 
essay question on your next exam. 
Overhead projectors instill the 
same excitement as slides do, only 
they have professional drawings 
artistically furnished by amateur 
0CEANFRONT TAN-IN 
d&S* 
228 Gerl Lane 
Richmond, KY 40475 
Phone 623-8993 
STATE BANK 
Genidnc 
Robbms Molel 
f. B/ Pdss 
JhVHlLE THEY LASTftf- 
J.  SPECIAL BDirrotf   J 
J4.     1985-1986 E.K.U.       jj, 
^.CLASSMATE OF THE. 
MONTH SWIMSUTT 
CALENDARS 
Only $3 - Available at: 
University Bookstore 
Thompson's l.G.A. 
Western Steer 
Madison Flower Shop 
Hamm's Gulf 
Island Tans 
Bash Riprocks 
J. Sutter's Mill 
Studio 27 
AND"    OTHER    FINE 
LOCATIONS W 
****&****'& 
EAST-WEST 
PLACE 
201 W. Main 
624-0367 
Unique Gifts 
For All Occasions 
'Imported Dresses 
'Cloisonne Jewelry 
'Music and jewelry ESotes 
'Incense and Burners 
'Oriental Cards 
"Oriental wall hangings 
■ "Oriental Celadon-. & vases 
" Kung-fu shoes 
'Oriental Cookware 
'Backpacks 
And many more lovely gifts 
from the Far East 
OPEN]Mon Sat I Oam 5pm 
Betty Ecu's 
Hair fashions 
and I anning Salon 
OPEN: Monday-Saturday, 8am-6pm 
623-3750 
bring student ID 
By Appointment, 
5th Street Office Building, Richmond 
artist*. 
Science teachers draw circles with 
hair-like projections, tell the class it 
is a paramecium and expect you to 
point it out in lake water under a 
microscope. S. 
Other in-class visual aids are 
books that teachers hold up for 
viewing by the. entire class. 
You can never get a clear view of 
this picture, so the teacher passes 
it around the room. 
By the time the picture of Roman- 
civilization gets to you. Hitler's 
death is being discussed. 
Visual aids are a great 
enhancement to classes if used well. 
They can give reality to meaningless 
topics, but some hinder more than 
help. 
So. professors of the university, it 
is time to entertain us with singing 
historiograms and televised games 
of "Name That Compound.'' 
tea 
Promises,  promises Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Tony Stover, a senior horticulture major from Louisville, spent part of Monday afternoon in the 
Keene Johnson Building finalizing his promisory note, as did many other students. 
Maw $ Paw's 
Glass Barn 
Eastern By-Pass 
Richmond,Kentucky 
Glass Items 
Gift Items 
Brass 
Party Supplies 
Lamps & Shades 
Souvenirs 
ITEMS 
Bird Baths 
Chalk & Ceramic Items 
Jockeys 
Flower Pots 
OPEN 8 tilf a Mon thru Bat 
1:30 till B on Sunday 
S7LCEOONS OO QO 
218 S.  Porter Vr. 
623-4773 
(Behind Jerry's) 
FREE DELIVERY 
TO CAMPUS 
18 in. Mylars $3.00 
Balloon Bouquets $15.00 
with hi-float 
5 mylars 
1 mylar and 10 balloons 
13 regular balloons 
1 mylar, 6 balloons attached to mug 
1 mylar, 6 balloons attached to inflated penguin 
1 mylar, 6 balloons attached to 24 in. inflated frog 
Also available are gifts, stuffed animals, 
decorating albums.and lighted balloons. 
noTC 
Gateway to a great way of life. 
NOW ON CAMPUS AT EKU 
Contact the Registarar 
or call collect: 
Capt. G.C. Hodge 
606-257-7715 
YOUR EDUCATION 
DOESN'T STOP HERE 
Vouf education donn i wop *nth a baccataureal* dagrea h 
brant ihart One* you ante? ih« world of work, you w* gun 
»aluabW nparwnca and raaly ducovar what n't al about to UM 
*hai you Leamad n ccaaga 
I ak# the A* Force lor ■**mpu At a comwwaMd oaHaar 
youl ba handed eaecueve reapoma^aTv on your way nrai an^i 
man) You'll managa peopar and compia* ayaiem* Youl ba an 
patied to perform «el and yowl be peal wafl. loo lf» —onh 
<*«sfcng lot 
You can gat there through the A* f area ROTC program in 
lact   w* Kav« a scholar *h« plan 't.*t «nl <m you S10U a manrh 
uu frer and pay lor al nation, book* and lab and fadi—I has 
And that wfl frw you 10 cancan*** on your *n 
gn wai prepared tor where you'nt headed 
Chech H out Find out how you can gat into a "graduaar* pro- 
gram aVe the Air Forot If* a great —ay IO aarva your country 
and poa»*fc, and your tormaJ education mended at Aa> Foroa 
Celebrate 
the Fall Semester 
with our 
Conoco Letts  _Z-0(7£li    Jre.it LuaL 
BASKIN-ROBBINS 
ICE CREAM STORE 
M* nmhr<umbinrd»iih 
am Mbrronrf Our Mf 
prnon prr > iMI Good 
al parix ipalinn Bajiin 
Ronhinsfci 
Shake & 
Brownie 
Combo 
rL79 
tow. Chocolate Shake 
or Malt and a Sara 
Lee Fudge Brownie. 
© 
Buv any (Juan of 
Hand-Packed Ice 
Cream and get a 
S or. Package of 
Fudge Free 
Ma\ ncxhrxmninrdoiih       r. 'Jit'*: .>. 
am ■ntKT IIIIIT Onrprf 
person prr \ IMI IMMKI 
at partHictaiinit Haskin r/atla\ 
J     •k.^^ii. ^_      _V       .     "■• i«pm ■■ © 
Fudge Brownie 
A La Mode 
1 Scoops of Ice 
Cream on a Sara Lee 
' Brownie topped with 
jn\ <>thrr nflrr * 'in per 
MMM Iff »IMl    (riHld 
at lutuiniimjt Bi\km 
■ohrMtiN fiKaiN-ns © 
llniucxiity 
Centex 
Free 
Cone 
Free Single Scoop 
n'gllbr '"•»• i> h<'M 
voubuv 1 1 (allon 
of Ice Cream 
Ma\ noihrmnhirrdwMh   A 
am mhrr nflrr Onr prr   ft ' 
prrMm prr MMI (MMM)     nfj 
al Darin tpaiinR Baskin 
iDOOins HHalHHIS 
MnitXKtotirrh NKS 
• -i 
i 
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Army studying cause of blast 
By Alan White 
Editor 
The cmuae of an explosion that 
ripped open a storage igloo June 
6 at the Lexington-Blue Grass . 
Army Depot near here has yet to 
be released by the United States 
Army, according to Kathy 
Whitaker. the depot's public 
affairs officer. 
In a July 11 Eastern Progress 
story. Whitaker said "we'll be 
making a statement this week. 
The report is complete arid under 
review at higher headquarters.'' 
However, in an interview 
Friday. Whitaker said the report 
had left headquarters at the 
depot, but still had not been 
approved by higher officials. 
Whitaker said that once 
higher command approves the 
report, the results of the 
investigation into the explosion 
will be released. 
The explosion that ripped 
open around 7.r> percent of the 
igloo's reinforced-concrete shell 
occurred at 7:10 p.m. There were 
no injuries reported. 
A crew had driven past the 
igloo 15 minutes Iwfore the 
explosion. 
A fire followed the explosion 
inside the igloo, but burned itself 
out early the next morning. 
The intense heat of the fire 
prevented Army officials from 
getting a better look inside whul 
was left of the igloo. 
The storage igloo was located 
in the south-central portion of 
the depot, about two miles squth 
of an area where nerve gas 
rockets are stored in similar 
igloos. 
The   damaged   structure   is 
approximately 385 feet from the 
nearest munitions igloos. 
There was no damage to 
anything surrounding the 
structure. The igloo is 60 feet 
long and 13 feet high. The explo- 
sion ripped apart about three 
quarters of the structure. 
The dome-shaped igloo was 
made ' 
of reinforced concrete and set 
into the ground. At the base of 
the walls the concrete was 16 in- 
ches thick. Hie walls thinned to 
about three inches thick at the 
top of the roof, which was 
covered by two feet of earth. 
The upward explosion lifted 
the roof and dropped it back 
onto the igloo, as it is designed 
to do. 
Shortly after the accident a 
1.500-foot radius around the 
accident was sealed off because 
of the possibility of a second 
explosion. 
The Army currently stores 
nearly 70.000 obsolete M-55 
rockets containing GB or VX 
nerve agents'. 
Of the 902 igloos at the 
installation, over 40 are used to 
house the nerve gas rockets. 
The igloo that exploded 
contained TNT and other 
demolition materials used to 
destroy obsolete weapons. 
The igloo had last been 
entered by depot employees on 
May 28. 
Depot secretly moves gas 
By Alan White 
Editor 
The Lexington-Bluegrass 
Army Depot near Richmond 
secretly flew out a small quanti- 
ty of nerve gas last month to be 
tested. 
Although the Army had 
earlier announced plans for 
transporting the nerve gas. the 
public was not posted of a 
definite moving date. 
The Army said earlier it would 
be moving a small amount of the 
nerve gas, but did not set an 
exact time for the shipment for 
security reasons, according to 
Kathy Whitaker. a spokesman 
for the depot. 
Whitaker said the Army 
announced during a press 
conference in January that 
samples of nerve gas would be 
transported for testing purposes 
sometime in late spring or 
summer. 
The movement of the nerve 
gas Was announced in an Army 
press release dated Aug. 19. 
Nearly 70400 M55 rockets are 
stored at the depot. Sixteen 
samples, totalling 5'/i ounces, 
were taken from eight rockets, 
each containing one-third ounce 
of the nerve agent, said 
Whitaker. 
The samples were flown 200 
miles by helicopter from the 
depot to Fort Campbell, which is 
south of Hopkinsville on the 
Kentucky-Tennessee line. 
The nerve gas was then placed 
on a fixed-wing airplane and 
flown to the Edgewood 
Arsenal's Chemical Research 
and Development Center at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground iri 
Maryland. 
According to Whitaker; the 
decision not to announce the 
date of the movement was 
handed down from the Army 
Depot System Command 
Headquarters in Chambersburg. 
Pa. 
Normally, the Army would 
have to notify Congress when it 
moves a liter or more of nerve 
gas, but the Army is excluded 
from notifying Congress of 
shipments less than a liter. 
The Army currently has three 
options in dealing with the ob- 
solete rockets manufactured in 
the 1960s. 
The Army proposed building 
an incenerator at the depot to 
destroy the rockets. The in- 
cinerator plan has been met with 
much opposition in Madison 
County. The other options are 
leaving the rockets stored, or 
transporting them somewhere 
else to be stored or incenerated. 
Whitaker said the tests are be- 
ing conducted in order to deter- 
mine how to best destroy the 
rockets. She said the testing 
would also show if the rockets 
are stable enough to be moved or 
left in storage igloos. 
Whitaker said a concern of the 
Army's is that the rocket's 
stabilizer propellent may be 
deteriorating, making handling 
and transportation more 
dangerous. 
Athlete drug 
test possible 
(Continued from Page One) 
inform his parents about the 
findings of the tests. Combs 
explained. 
"Sometimes that's the toughest 
penalty you can have." Combs said. 
Upon the third time a drug is 
detected through testing, the player 
is subject for removal from the 
team. 
According to Combs, results of 
the tests wfll be strictly confidential. 
Even if a player is removed from the 
team because of a suspected drug 
problem it will be confidential. 
The official reason for dismissal 
would be for violating a training 
rule. "But every1, kid that's 
dismissed for a training rule in the 
future should not be thought of as 
a drug abuser." Combs said, 
emphazing there are many ways to 
break training. 
The tests will be conducted in an 
attempt to locate the user of the 
drugs (marijuana and 
amphetamines), not performance 
enhancing drugs such as steriods. 
It costs about $35 to test for the 
two drugs, while it costs about $110 
to test for steriods, Combs said. 
According to Kidd, the test for 
steriods is not necessary because 
you can usually tell when an athlete 
is using steriods. 
"More often that not you can tell 
when steriods are being used," he 
said. "A smaller kid gets too big too 
fast." he said. 
"If you watch a player's 
development from his freshman 
through his senior year, you can tell 
which ones used steriods." Barton 
said. He said he didn't believe there 
was a steroid problem at the 
university. 
. Combs said he and Barton 
attended various conferences over 
the summer and one of the hottest 
topics was athletic drug testing.   * 
And when Kidd expressed an 
interest in developing a drug testing 
program. Combs said he and Barton 
began working on a plan. 
"Mr. Combs asked me to compile 
as much information as I could get 
on programs at other universities." 
Barton said. 
"Of course, we don't have a 
medical school here at Eastern, so 
1 couldn't really look at that part of 
most programs," Barton said. "I 
had to try and decide what would be 
the best program for a college and 
a community this size" 
Barton, who is president of the 
National Athletic Trainers 
Association, said he took a good 
look at numerous programs, using 
bits and pieces of many, of the 
nation's best drug testing 
programs. 
Barton said he had a discussion 
about drug testing with the athletic 
trainer at Georgia Tech. 
"I asked him what he felt was the 
best thing he could tell me about his 
drug testing program and he said 
something that really hit home with 
me," Barton said. 
"He said. 'Well, there are a lot of 
positive things, but the thing I like 
the best about it, is it gives that kid 
that really doesn't want to get 
involved, the one that is about to 
give in to peer pressure, that's just 
on the verge, it-gives that kid an 
out." 
Kidd said he came up with the 
idee for the program because he 
thought "it would be good for our 
kids. " 
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